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HIGHER ABEL-JACOBI MAPS FOR 0-CYCLES
MATT KERR
Abstrat. Starting from the andidate Bloh-Beilinson ltration on CH0(XC)
onstruted in [L2℄, we develop and desribe geometrially a series of Hodge-
theoreti invariants Ψi dened on the graded piees. Expliit formulas (in
terms of urrents and membrane integrals) are given for ertain quotients of
the Ψi, with appliations to 0-yles on produts of urves.
1. Introdution
A lassial question in transendental algebrai geometry, whih has seen a
resurgene of interest (e.g. [Gr1℄, [GG3℄, [L2℄, [RS℄) in reent years, is that of
rational equivalence of algebrai yles on a smooth projetive variety X/C.
For instane, suppose we take two formal sums Z1 and Z2 of points with integer
multipliities (or 0-yles) on X . When an we rationally parametrize a path
between the two olletions? That is, writing  := P1C \ {1} for ane spae,
when does there exist an algebrai 1-yle W ∈ Z1(X ×) suh that
Z1 −Z2 = πX∗ (W · X × {0})− πX∗ (W · X × {∞}) ?
Or equivalently, when do there exist urves Wj on X (with desingularizations
W˜j ιj→ X) and funtions fj ∈ C(W˜j)∗ suh that Z1 − Z2 =
∑
ιj∗(fj) ?
For dimCX = 1, this is the familiar question of whether Z1 − Z2 is the
divisor of a funtion, and it is solved by Abel's theorem: the two invariants
Ψ0 :=degree map and Ψ1:=Abel-Jaobi map ompletely detet
rat
/≡ 0 (see for
example [G℄).
Further invariants are required when dimX = n > 1. The goal at whih
this paper is aimed, is the expliit desription of a series of Hodge-theoretially
determined, higher AJ-type maps Ψi whih ompletely apture rational equiv-
alene lasses of 0-yles. (Eah Ψi should be dened on ker(Ψi−1).) To make
this goal more attainable we simplify things in a ouple of ways. All yle,
Chow, K-groups (and related objets) are taken ⊗Q (i.e. modulo torsion); so
1991 Mathematis Subjet Classiation. 14C25, 14C30, 14C35, 19D45.
Key words and phrases. Chow group, higher Abel-Ja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CHn(X) means CHn(X)⊗Q, while Hgp(X) := F pH2p(X,C)∩H2p(X,Q) and
Jp(X) := H
2p−1(X,C)
F p{num}+H2p−1(X,Q) . We also assume throughout that X is dened
over Q¯, whih is to say: it is ut out by equations with oeients in a number
eld.
Now restrit to those 0-yles dened over some xed eld k nitely generated
/Q¯. (By taking a limit over suh k ⊂ C, one eventually gets all 0-yles on XC.)
Ψ0 and Ψ1 are onveniently summarized (e.g., see [Gr2℄) by the Deligne yle-
lass map
cXD : CH
n(Xk)→ H2nD (XC,Q(n)).
Aording to the Bloh-Beilinson onjeture (BBC), this is injetive if k = Q¯;
otherwise its kernel may be huge, and so one is led naturally into the arithmeti
world in dealing with the extension k/Q¯. One an in fat exhange this exten-
sion for additional geometry by performing a Q¯-spread as desribed in §2, to
obtain a yle ζ ∈ Zn(X × ηS) dened over Q¯.
A version of the Bloh-Beilinson onjeture for quasi-projetive varieties X×
U (of whih X × ηS is a limit) now tells us that a renement
cH : CHn(X × ηS/Q¯)→ H2nH (X × ηS,Q(n))
of cX×ηSD is injetive. (H
2n
H is absolute Hodge ohomology as dened in [L2℄.)
Plaing a Leray ltration on [a subgroup of℄ H2nH as in [L2℄, the orresponding
graded piees of cH(ζ) give the desired invariants
Ψi : LiCHn(Xk) := ker(Ψi−1)→ GriLH2nH (X × ηS,Q(n)).
Intutitively, the idea is to use the produt struture of X × ηS to hop up the
yle and AJ-lasses of the spread ζ of Z. This story is reviewed abstratly in
Part 1 (§§2 − 6). The diulty is in nding expliit formulas for the resulting
maps; this oupies us for muh of the remainder of the paper, whih is divided
into Part 2 (§§7− 9), Part 3 (§§10− 12), and Part 4 (Appliations, §§13− 17).
Two remarks are in order. First, we wish to emphasize the tenuous nature of
BBC. There are very simple ases where it is not known. A partiularly striking
example was pointed out to the author by P. Griths: say we present a K3
surfae X as a double over of P2 branhed over a smooth sexti urve with
ane equation f(x, y) = 0. Then for any x, y ∈ Q¯ not solving f ,
Zx,y := (x, y,+
√
f(x, y))− (x, y,−
√
f(x, y)) ∈ ker(cXD ) ⊆ CH2(XQ¯)
sine h1,0(X) = 0; but we are not aware of any proof that (some multiple
of) Zx,y rat≡ 0. If BBC fails (for quasi-projetives) then the series Ψi is still
(well-)dened but their kernels do not exhaust CHn(Xk). So without the aid
of onjetures, at present the best we an hope for is to detet Z
rat
/≡ 0 when
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cXD (Z) = 0, by showing e.g. Ψ2(Z) or Ψ3(Z) 6= 0. Some onrete examples
(and tehniques) are given in Part 4.
The seond remark, is that in ase one replaes X by a relative variety (X, Y )
(as we do in Part 2) one must also require that fj ≡ 1 on ι−1j (Wj ∩ Y ) in the
above denition of rational equivalene of 0-yles.
The present paper is a fusion between the algebrai omputation of the Ψi
target-spaes in [L2℄, the geometri point of view in [GG3℄, and the work on
regulator maps in [Ke1℄. Its entral results are the presentation (in Part 3)
of a quotient of Ψi(Z), as a (geometrially dened) vetor-valued dierential
harater on the base ηS of the spread; and (for X a produt of urves)
its representation via expliit (i − 1)-urrents on S (in §14). These redued
invariants χi(Z) (and the urrents) are motivated by a study of analogous
invariants in the degenerate situation X = (n, ∂n) in Part 2, whih turn
out to be omputed by the Milnor-regulator urrents of [Ke1℄ (on ηS). (Here
(n, ∂n) denotes ane n-spae relative its faes; we also study the situation
for X = (P1, {0,∞})n, whih we think of as a produt of degenerate ellipti
urves.) Our general philosophy is that the degenerate invariants, or χi(Z),
an be pushed down to funtionals on topologial (i − 1)-yles on the base
of the spread.
The geometri onstrution of the χi, followed by the proof that they are well-
dened on LiCH0 and are fatored by the Ψi, is ontained in §11. Involved in
the proof (of Proposition 11.2) is an interesting tehnial observation: Künneth
omponents of Abel-Jaobi lasses of (algebrai) yles ζ
hom≡ 0 on quasiproje-
tive varieties X×U , whose losure ζ¯ on X×S may not be homologous to zero,
an still be partially omputed by straightforward membrane integrals. (In fat,
what we prove is stronger than this.) See Remark 4.1 and remarks preeding
Prop. 11.2 for further disussion.
We also oer some desription of the full invariants Ψi and their targets, in §§
4, 5, 10, and 12. That in §12 leads to a very simple proof (in §15, using Ψ2) of
a result of [RS℄ for ertain 0-yles on produts of urves, whih we then apply
to speial Kummer (K3) surfaes in §17. Finally, we present evidene that
the redued invariant χ2 may do just as well as Ψ2 at deteting suh 0-yles.
We prove a statement along these lines for produts of ellipti urves in §16
using a result (and in one speial ase a onjeture) on algebrai independene
of values of ellipti logarithms. This appears to be the rst result of its kind,
bringing transendene theory to bear on higher Abel-Jaobi maps, and should
be interesting to pursue further.
We should emphasize that this paper is foundational in nature; most of it
was written before [Ke4℄ and [Ke5℄, whih rely heavily on the framework and
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tehnial results of the present §§2−5, 10−14. Several original appliations to
the detetion of expliit new yles (not previously known to be nontrivial)
an be found in those papers, e.g. §§6.1, 6.3, 8.2 of [Ke4℄. The arguments in
the present §§10 − 11 will also be applied to the study of higher Chow yles
[KL℄.
For the orientation of the reader we point out that a review of Lewis's de-
sription of the Ψi-targets Gr
i
LH
2n
H (X × ηS,Q(n)) may be found in §4. In §10,
we give also an expliit Deligne-homology-type presentation of the GriLH
2n
H ;
this just means a desription obtained by resolving a relevant Deligne-Beilinson
one omplex by ayli sheaves (as in [Ja1℄).
We thank Mark Green and James Lewis for helpful onversations, and UCLA
and MPI-Bonn for support while this paper was being written.
Part 1. Abstrat denition of the invariants
2. Spread philosophy
Let X be an n-dimensional smooth projetive variety dened /Q¯, and k ⊂ C
be a nitely generated extension of Q¯ with trdeg(k/Q¯) =: t <∞. We onsider
0-yles Z ∈ Zn(Xk), where Xk := X ×(Spe Q¯) Spe k; our aim is to develop
invariants to detet their rational equivalene lasses 〈Z〉 ∈ CHn(Xk). An
important tool will be the Q¯-spread ζ of Z; we give three versions (the rst
of whih we shall not use):
Arithmeti spread. Let S/Q¯ be a smooth projetive variety with dimS = t
and rational funtion eld Q¯(S)
∼=
→
e
k. Then e−1 indues base hange to
ζ˜ := Z ×(Spe k) Spe Q¯(S) ∈ Zn(X × Spe Q¯(S)).
Trivially,
〈
ζ˜
〉
≡ 0 ⇔ 〈Z〉 ≡ 0; we have merely applied e−1 to the oeients
of the (homogeneous) dening equations of Z (in k[X ]).
Full (geometri) spread. A hoie of hyperplane setion now indues a Q¯-
algebra homomorphism Q¯[S]
I→֒ Q¯(S) of the homogeneous oordinate ring into
the funtion eld. (If L is a linear form orresponding to the hyperplane, set
I(F) = F
Ld
for F homogeneous of degree d, and extend linearly. The indued
map Spe Q¯(S) → Proj Q¯[S] gives a generi point of S, in the Zariski on-
text.) Clearing denominators from the dening equations of ζ˜ therefore yields
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(bihomogeneous) equations utting out a yle ζ¯ ∈ Zn(X × S) whih maps to
ζ˜ under Zn(X × Proj Q¯[S]) I→ Zn(X × Spe Q¯(S)).
This full spread ζ¯ has defets: neither the hoie of S nor the learing of
denominators is unique; so the behavior of ζ¯ over odimension-1 (Q¯-)subvarieties
of S (where its relative dimension over S may exeed 0) is ambiguous. In
fat 〈Z〉 ≡ 0 (on Xk) ⇐⇒ ζ¯ is rationally equivalent to a yle supported on
X × {odim. 1 ⊆ S}; to see this, simply spread or restrit a given rational
equivalene.
Its two advantages: that ζ¯ is dened /Q¯ will be essential for our use of
the Bloh-Beilinson onjeture below. Moreover, a xed hoie of ζ¯ may be
omplexied (along with X×S) and onsidered as a formal sum (with rational
oeients) of irreduible analyti subvarieties of X×S. This allows us to work
in the realm of Hodge theory, perform the integrals dening the AJ-maps, and
so on.
Throughout the paper, we will use the following notation for maps related
to ζ¯:
ζ¯
ρX
uulll
ll
ll
ll
ll
ll
ll
ll
ll
l
ρS















ι
||yy
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
X X × SπXoo
πS

S
Here ρX , ρS, and ι are really formal sums of the orresponding maps ρ
i
X :
˜¯ζi →
X on (desingularizations of) the irreduible omponents of ζ¯ =
∑
miζ¯i.
Remark 2.1. These maps are both holomorphi and proper. Hene, given a
(losed) holomorphi form ω on X , one may pull it bak along ρiX . Viewing the
resulting holomorphi form as a urrent of type (i, 0), one may push it forward
along ρiS to obtain (sine odimX×S(ζ¯) = dim(X)) a losed (i, 0) urrent on
S. By a standard ∂¯-regularity lemma from Hodge theory ([L1, h. 10℄), suh
a urrent is in fat a holomorphi form. We write ρiS∗ρ
i
X
∗
ω for the result and
dene ρS∗ρX
∗
ω :=
∑
imiρ
i
S∗ρ
i
X
∗
ω, whih gives a map Ωi(X) → Ωi(S). This is
used in §§11ff .
Final version of spread. This will share the advantageous properties of ζ¯,
while laking the ambiguities and being equivalent to ζ˜ from an algebrai point
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of view /Q¯. Namely, take ζ to be the image of ζ¯ under the restrition
 : Zn(X × S) −→ lim−→
D/Q¯⊂S
odim. 1
Zn(X × S \D) =: Zn(X × ηS).
(Here ηS is just the limit of the ane Zariski-open sets S \D; for our purposes,
this is a muh better denition of generi point than Spe Q¯(S).) Clearly
ζ
rat≡ 0⇔ Z rat≡ 0 and
CHn(X×ηS/Q¯) := lim−→
D⊂S
CHn(X × (S\D)) ∼= CHn(X×Spe Q¯(S)) ∼= CHn(Xk).
To onsiderX×ηS as an analyti variety (possessing C∞ (p, q)-forms/urrents,
topologial hains, et.), simply work on a (omplexied) arbitrary representa-
tive X × S \D of the limit. In subsequent setions, this will usually be tait (as
will omplexiation). We also note that ohomology groups (singular, absolute
Hodge, et.) of ηS or X × ηS are impliitly dened via the obvious diret limits
(whih are exat in the ategory of abelian groups), and homology by inverse
limits.
The (very many) C-points s ∈ ηS(×Q¯C) are those whih survive in the limit,
i.e. belong to the omplexiation of no D/Q¯ ⊂ S. These are very general
points of S. They orrespond to embeddings es : Q¯(S)
∼=→ ks ⊂ C, in the
sense that restriting ζC
∣∣∣X×{s} =: ZCs gives preisely the omplexiation of
Zs := ζ˜×Q¯(S) ks ∈ Zn(Xks) [base hange via es℄. We write s0 ∈ ηCS for the point
orresponding to e : Q¯(S)
∼=→ k, so that Z = Zs0 , Z ×k C = ζC
∣∣∣X×{s0} .
3. Bakground on Leray filtration
Given Z ∈ Zn(Xk), the last setion yields ζ¯ ∈ Zn(X × S/Q¯) and maps
Zn(Xk) ✛✛
e◦I
Zn(X × S/Q¯) ✲✲ Zn(X × ηS/Q¯)
sending Z ✛ ζ¯ ✲ ζ . The restrition  fators through e ◦ I, and so the
resulting spread map
Zn(Xk)
∼=→ Zn(X × ηS/Q¯)
sends Z 7→ ζ .
Now let cD and cH denote yle-lass maps into Deligne and absolute Hodge
ohomology (resp.), e.g. see [L2℄ or [Ja1℄. (Absolute Hodge keeps trak of
F • and W•, Deligne only F •. They are the same in the [smooth℄ projetive
ase. See §2 of [L2℄ also for disussion of BBCq.) Working modulo torsion and
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assuming a Bloh-Beilinson onjeture (BBC
q
) for smooth (quasi-projetive)
varieties, from the diagram
CHn(X × S/Q¯)   (BBC)cD //
vvvvnn
nn
nn
nn
nn
nn

H2nD (X × S,Q(n))
Φ

CHn(Xk)
∼=
// CHn(X × ηS/Q¯)   (BBC
q
)
cH
// H2nH (X × ηS,Q(n))
we see that
CHn(Xk)
Ψ→֒ H2nH (X × ηS,Q(n)) := im(Φ).
One should think of im(Φ) as the lowest weight part of HH. Lewis [L2℄ on-
struts on this a Leray ltration LiH2nH (with L0 = H2nH , Li ⊇ Li+1), whih
indues a orresponding ltration
LiCHn(Xk) := Ψ−1(LiH2nH )
on the Chow groups. So Ψ breaks naturally into graded piees
Ψi : ker(Ψi−1) = LiCHn(Xk) −→ GriLH2nH (X × ηS,Q(n));
Ψi(Z) is well-dened for Z ∈ LiCHn, and Z ∈ Li if Ψ0(Z) = · · · = Ψi−1(Z) =
0.
Computation of the GriLH
2n
H (e.g., eqn. (4.5) below) shows that they are
ontrolled by H2n−i(X,
C
Q
) (e.g., if the latter groups vanish then so do the
GriL). WritingH/Q¯ ⊂ X for a hyperplane setion, funtoriality properties yield
a diagram (see [L2, Prop. 5.0℄)
Ln+ℓCHn(Xk) Ψn+ℓ✲ Grn+ℓL H2nH −−−−−Hn−ℓ(X)
Ln+ℓCHn+ℓ(Xk)︸ ︷︷ ︸
= 0 (dimX = n)
·[H]ℓ
❄
Ψn+ℓ✲ Grn+ℓL H
2n+2ℓ
H
∼=
❄
−−−−−Hn+ℓ(X)
∼= Lefshetz
❄
showing Ψn+ℓ = 0 (for ℓ > 1). That is, Ln+1CHn(Xk) =
⋂
iLiCHn(Xk)[= 0
if BBC
q
holds℄; so only Ψ0 thru Ψn are nontrivial maps, and one expets they
ompletely apture rational equivalene.
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In fat, if t (= trdeg(k/Q¯) = dim S) < n − 1 then only Ψ0 thru Ψt+1 are
nonzero. Writing
H∗(ηS,−) := im {H∗(S,−)→ H∗(ηS,−)} and
H∗(ηS,−) := oim {H∗(ηS,−)→ H∗(S,−)} ,
the ohomology of S involved in GriLH
2n
H is H
i(ηS) and H
i−1(ηS) (see §4). Sine
H t+ℓ(S) is onentrated (by Lefshetz again) in odimension ≥ 1 (for ℓ ≥ 1),
H t+ℓ(ηS) = 0; therefore Gr
(t+1)+ℓ
L H
2n
H = 0. Summing up this disussion of
termination of L•:
Proposition 3.1. For i > min{n, t+ 1}, we have GriLCHn(Xk) = 0; if BBCq
holds, then also LiCHn(Xk) = 0.
Next we explain how this piture applies to the Chow groups of all yles
dened /C. To obtain Ψi for (ltered piees of) CH
n(XC), we rst dene
(with [L2℄) LiCHn(XC) := lim−→k⊂CL
iCHn(Xk) (where the limit is over k nitely
generated over Q¯). Taking a limit over all nite-dimensional smooth projetive
S/Q¯, one has
Ψi : LiCHn(XC)→ lim−→
S/Q¯
GriLH
2n
H (X × ηS,Q(n)).
Remark. The maps GriLH
2n
H (X × ηS,Q(n))
p∗i→ GriLH2nH (X × ηS′ ,Q(n)) allowed
in dening this limit are only those arising from dominant morphisms S ′
p→
S (whih orrespond to inlusions Q¯(S) →֒ Q¯(S ′)). These maps p∗i are all
injetive: sine they depend on S, S ′ only up to birational equivalene, it sues
to hek this for the ases where the extension Q¯(S ′) : Q¯(S) is algebrai or
transendental, whih are easy.
If H0(ΩℓX) 6= 0 for some (n ≥)ℓ ≥ 2, then the target spae of Ψℓ is ∞-
dimensional, as one would expet in onnetion with Mumford′s theorem. We
briey remind the reader what this says, and set a ouple of onventions for
later use. For any N ∈ N and base point p ∈ X , there is a map
S(N)(XC)
πN−→ CHnhom(XC)
SymN(p1, . . . , pN) 7−→
N∑
j=1
〈pj〉 −N 〈p〉 .
One says CHn[hom](XC) is innite-dimensional (over C) if the sequene dN =
dimC(im(πN )) is unbounded (given a suitable denition of dimension for this
image, see [L1, Ch. 15℄). The following onsequene of [L1, Prop. 15.3℄ is
nontrivial:
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Proposition 3.2. dim(CHn(XC)) =∞ ⇐⇒ no πN is surjetive.
Mumford's theorem [as generalized by Roitman℄ states that H0(ΩℓX) 6= 0 for
some ℓ ≥ 2 =⇒ dN ≥ N =⇒ [GrℓL]CHn(XC) is ∞-dimensional.
We onlude the setion with an important desription of the groupsH i(ηS,Q)
introdued above. Note that well-denedness is an issue, sine dierent S's may
have the same ηS.
Proposition 3.3. H i(ηS,Q) is a (pure, nite-dimensional) Hodge struture.
In partiular, it is well-dened and equal to WiH
i(ηS,Q) := lim−→WiH i(U,Q)
(limit over U ⊆ S ane Zariski-open).
Proof. First let U
ι→֒ S be ane Zariski open. By [H℄, there exists an embedded
resolution of S \ U . This yields Sˆ b→ S, with b a nite omposition of blow-
ups at nonsingular enters ontained in the suessive preimages of S \U , suh
that b−1(U) ∼= U and Sˆ \ b−1(U) is a normal-rossings divisor (NCD). Sine
H i(Sˆ) → H i(b−1(U)) ∼= H i(U) fators as ι∗ ◦ b∗ (or from the desription of
ohomology of a blow-up), im{H i(S) → H i(U)} = im{H i(Sˆ) → H i(U)}; and
by [De1, or. 3.2.17℄ (sine (Sˆ \ b−1(U)) =NCD) the latter is WiH i(U). Hene
im{H i(S)→ H i(U)} = WiH i(U), and taking a limit gives H i(ηS) = WiH i(ηS).
Well-denedness is a trivial onsequene of this desrption, but this uses
well-denedness of the WiH
i(U). One an argue more diretly as follows: if for
some ane U0, S1
ι1✛ ⊃ U0
ι2
⊂ ✲ S2 are Zariski-open embeddings (that is, if
ηS1
∼= ηS2), then it sues to show im(ι∗1) = im(ι∗2) in H i(U0). Now simply take
the losure (in S1 × S2) of the diagonal (ι1 × ι2)-image of U0, and write S0
for a desingularization. The obvious morphisms S0 ։ S, S0 ։ S2 then indue
surjetive push-forwards on ohomology fatoring the restrition ι∗0 to H
i(U0),
and so im(ι∗1) = im(ι
∗
0) = im(ι
∗
2). 
Remark. The reader may also wonder about well-denedness of HH = im(Φ);
this follows from remark 4.2 below.
4. Desription of the invariants
Let HQ be a MHS(=rational mixed Hodge struture), and write HC = HQ⊗Q
C, W0HC = (W0HQ)⊗ C and so on. Then (see [Ja2, se. 9℄)
Hom
MHS
(Q(0),HQ) = F
0W0HC∩W0HQ, Ext1
MHS
(Q(0),HQ) =
W0HC
W0HQ + F 0W0HC
so that
(4.1) Hom
MHS
(Q(0),HQ ⊗Q(n)) = {F nW2nHC ∩W2nHQ} (n),
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(4.2) Ext1
MHS
(Q(0),HQ ⊗Q(n)) =
{
W2nHC
W2nHQ + F nW2nHC
}
(n).
We will omit the (n) frequently when it is not important.
To relate Ψi(Z) to geometry we rst x notions of yle-lass and Abel-Jaobi
lass for ζ . There is a diagram of short-exat sequenes
(4.3)
Jn(X × S)
‖
Ext1
MHS
(
Q(0),H2n−1(X × S,Q(n))
) q✲ H2nD (X × S,Q(n)) p✲
Hgn(X × S)
‖
Hom
MHS
(
Q(0),H2n(X × S,Q(n))
)
Ext1
MHS
(
Q(0),H2n−1(X × ηS ,Q(n))
)
′′
Φ
❄
q✲ H2nH (X × ηS,Q(n))
Φ
❄
p✲ Hom
MHS
(
Q(0),H2n(X × ηS ,Q(n))
)
′
Φ
❄❄
In fat im(′′Φ)
q→ im(Φ) p→ im(′Φ) is also short-exat (sine ker(Φ) ✲✲ ker(′Φ),
see [L2, p. 317℄), and equals
(4.4)
Hom
MHS
(Q(0), H2n(X × ηS,Q(n))) =: Hgn(X × ηS)
↑ p
H2nH (X × ηS,Q(n))
↑ q
Ext1
MHS
(Q(0),W−1H2n−1(X×ηS ,Q(n)))
Hom
MHS
(Q(0),GrW0 H2n−1(X×ηS ,Q(n)))
=: Jn(X × ηS).
Realling that cH(ζ) = Φ(cD(ζ¯)), we dene the fundamental lass of the spread
to be
[ζ ] := p(cH(ζ)) =
′Φ[p(cD(ζ¯))] =
′Φ[ζ¯ ] ∈ Hgn(X × ηS).
If this is zero, dene the AJ-lass in Jn(X × ηS) by q[AJζ ] = cH(ζ).
To ompute [AJζ ], one observes (using [De2, or. 8.2.8℄) that
[ζ ] = 0 =⇒ [ζ¯ ] ∈ ker(′Φ) = ⋃
D/Q¯⊂S
odim. 1
im
{
Hgn−1(X × D˜)
}
;
aording to the Hodge onjeture one then expets to be able to modify ζ¯
over D by η ∈ N1SZn(X × S) :=
⋃
D/Q¯ im{Zn−1(X ×D)} so that [ζ¯ − η] = 0
(of ourse η ∈ ker(Φ)). Then [AJζ ] = ′′Φ[AJ(ζ¯ − η)], whih an be omputed
by the usual Griths presription (on X × S). Namely, one integrates over a
topologial membrane (i.e., C∞ hain) bounding on ζ¯ − η (of real dimension
2t+1, written ∂−1(ζ¯−η)). This produes a funtional on F t+1H2t+1(X×S,C),
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whih taken modulo periods gives AJ(ζ¯ − η). In partiular, if dim(S) = 1 and
dim(X) = 2, then the HC on X×D˜ is just Lefshetz (1,1), so suh an approah
is pratial. Moreover, there are plenty of ases (for higher dimensional X and
S) where one an expliitly write down a homologially trivial hoie of full
spread ζ¯ (and avoid the HC).
Remark 4.1. In general there is no irumventing this lift to [a nullhomologous℄
ζ¯ for omputing [AJ ζ ] and its graded piees (dened below) by membrane
integrals. While from ζ
hom≡ 0 one can obtain a hain ∂−1ζ bounding on ζ
mod [hains w./ support on℄ X × D, the naive idea that this should lead to a
funtional on lim←−D F
t+1H2t+1(X×S,X×D; C) [modulo periods℄ and ultimately
an element of Jn(X × ηS), does not work out for X smooth projetive.
The situation is dierent if X is one of the speial relative varieties of Part
2, due to the ourrene of a Hodge-theoreti mirale (see §§7−8). The mirale
(or, if one prefers, atastrophe) produes a very onvenient set of test forms
(for lim←−D F t+1H2t+1(X×(S,D),C)) to integrate over (essentially) ∂−1ζ , namely
produts of [Poinaré duals to℄ ertain topologial yles on S and holomorphi
forms on X . Integrating only suh forms for ordinary projetive X omputes
(in ontrast) only quotients of the graded piees of [AJ ζ ]; but at least these
quotients are omputable by membrane integrals without requiring [ζ¯] = 0.
(The integrals take plae on X rather than on S.) This is the idea behind the
reduced higher AJ maps of §11.
Now referring bak to eqn. (4.4), the Ext1/Hom quotient (in Jn(X × ηS)) is
omputed by observing that there is a natural series of maps
Hom
MHS
(
Q(0), GrW0 H
2n−1(X × ηS,Q(n))
)
(−n) ∼=
ker
{
F nGrW2nH
2n−1(X × ηS,C)⊕GrW2nH2n−1(ηS,Q)→ GrW2nH2n−1(X × ηS,C)
}
։
{
FnW2nH
2n−1(X × ηS ,C) +W2nH2n−1(X × ηS ,Q)
} ∩ {W2n−1H2n−1(X × ηS ,C)}
im {FnW2n−1H2n−1(X × ηS ,C)⊕W2n−1H2n−1(X × ηS ,Q)→ W2n−1H2n−1(X × ηS ,C)}
−→ W2n−1H
2n−1(X × ηS,C)
F nW2n−1H2n−1(X × ηS,C) +W2n−1H2n−1(X × ηS,Q)
∼= Ext1
MHS
(
Q(0), W−1H2n−1(X × ηS,Q(n))
)
(−n).
(Note thatW2n−1H2n−1(X×ηS) is just im (H2n−1(X × S)→ H2n−1(X × ηS)).)
Now let η0 ∈ Znhom(X × S) be a homologially trivial yle supported on
X ×D; im(Hom
MHS
) should ontain (and thus annihilate) the image of AJ(η0)
under Jn(X×S)→ Ext1
MHS
(Q(0), W−1H2n−1(X × ηS,Q(n))) . (Intuitively, this
is why we quotient it out.) The delta-funtion urrent
1 δη0 ∈ Zd([F n] ′D2n(X×S)∞)
1
See [GH, Ja1℄ for disussion of urrents.
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has two primitives: ω ∈ Γ(F n ′D2n−1(X×S)∞) and −δK, K ∈ Ctop2t+1(X × S) a C∞
hain. Their restritions (∗) to X × ηS are d-losed, and give lasses in
F nW2nH
2n−1(X×ηS ,C) and W2nH2n−1(X×ηS ,Q) (resp.); but ω+δK is losed
on X × S, and thus has lass in W2n−1H2n−1(X × ηS,C). So ∗[ω + δK] ∈
im(Hom
MHS
), on the one hand. But the image of [ω + δK] ∈ H2n−1(X × S)
in Jn(X × S) ∼= {F t+1H2t+1(X × S,C)}∨ /(periods) is just [∫K(·)] (where
∂K = η0), whih is Griths' presription for AJ(η0).
Now Ψi(Z) is a lass in the middle term of the short-exat sequene
(4.5)
Hom
MHS
(Q(0), H i(ηS, R
2n−iπS ∗Q(n))) = Gr
i
LHg
n(X × ηS)
↑ p
GriLH
2n
H (X × ηS,Q(n))
↑ q
Ext1
MHS
(Q(0),W−1Hi−1(ηS ,R2n−iπS ∗Q(n)))
Hom
MHS
(Q(0),GrW0 Hi−1(ηS ,R2n−iπS ∗Q(n)))
= Gri−1L J
n(X × ηS),
where the R2n−iπS∗Q(n) ∼= H2n−i(X,Q(n)) are onstant sheaves.
Remark. [L2℄ hasHom
MHS
(
Q(0), GrW0 H
2n−1(X × ηS,Q(n))
)
in the bottom left-
hand denominator of (4.5); our simpliation follows easily from the Künneth
deomposition of H∗(X × ηS) and purity of H∗(X).
Dene [ζ ]i := p(Ψi(Z)), and if this is zero [AJζ ]i−1 := q−1(Ψi(Z)). These
should be thought of intuitively as Leray graded piees of the yle/AJ-lasses
of the spread. One may take this statement literally for [ζ ]i, but not for [AJζ ]i
sine [AJζ ] may not be dened (unless all [ζ ]j, and thus [ζ ], are zero). In
fat, for [ζ ]i to be dened, one need only have [ζ ]0 = · · · = [ζ ]i−1 = 0 (not
Ψ0(Z) = · · · = Ψi−1(Z) = 0).
One may also think of Ψi(Z) as a higher normal funtion, namely an
H2n−i(X,C)-valued (i−1)-urrent on S, with innitesimal invariant (i-urrent)
[ζ ]i. If this is zero then the resulting losed (i − 1)-urrent yields [AJζ ]i−1;
see (10.4). Moreover, in §11 [remark (11.4)℄ it is shown that an image of [ζ ]i
identies with the ith Mumford invariant of S. Saito.
Remark 4.2. Lewis proves (4.4) and (4.5) with ηS everywhere replaed by an
ane open U ⊆ S with S \ U a NCD, and HH replaed by the image of
ΦS,U : H
2n
D (X × S,Q(n)) → H2nH (X × U,Q(n)). For the ηS-versions, it is
enough to show that the NCD ondition an be removed (then take a limit).
If S \ U is not a NCD, an embedded resolution (as in proof of Prop. 3.3)
yields Sˆ
b
։ S, (Sˆ \ b−1(U)) ∼= U a NCD, and H∗(Sˆ) b∗։ H∗(S). Using the
Künneth deomposition and the short-exat sequene forH2nD in (4.3), H
2n
D (X×
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Sˆ,Q(n))
bD∗
։ H2nD (X × S,Q(n)); and so ΦS,U ◦ bD∗ = ΦSˆ,U =⇒ im(ΦS,U) =
im(ΦSˆ,U). Everything else in the U-versions of (4.4− 5) is intrinsi to U , so we
are done.
5. Some speial ases
Now we shall ompute the terms of (4.5) for i = 0, 1 and determine the
orresponding invariants (to be ontinued for i ≥ 2 in §§10). For i = 0 one
has (taitly twisting by (−n)), sine Gr−1L Jn = 0,
0→ Gr0LH2nH (X × ηS,Q(n))
∼=
→
p
H0(ηS, Hg
n(X)),
where Hgn(X) is regarded as onstant sheaf. Now Ψ0(Z) is the funtion ηS →
Hgn(X) given by s 7→ [Zs]; sine Ψ0(Z) = p−1[ζ ]0, it must be onstant (this we
owe essentially to rigidity of H∗
DR
) and equal to [Zs0] = [Z]. So Ψ0(Z) = [Z]
and L1CHn(Xk) = CHnhom(Xk).
Next onsider i = 1: noting that the Hom-denominator in the left-hand term
is zero (as GrW1 H
0(ηS) = 0), one gets
H0(ηS, J
n(X))
q→ Gr1LH2nH (X × ηS,Q(n))
p→ F n (H1(ηS,C)⊗H2n−1(X,C))∩(H1(ηS,Q)⊗H2n−1(X,Q)) .
Write V := H2n−1(X,C) ⊇ H2n−1(X,Q) =: Λ, and note that V = F n−1V ,
Jn(X) = F
n−1V
FnV+Λ
. As will be lear from §11 (using (11.1) together with the
observation that χ1 = Ψ1), Ψ1(Z) is the holomorphi funtion σ : ηS → Jn(X)
given by s 7→ AJ(Zs). This lifts to a discontinuous funtion ηS → V , that is,
a V -valued 0-urrent σ˜ ∈ Γ( ′D0S(V )). Indeed, Gr1LH2nH may be identied with
(5.1)
ker
{
Γ( ′D0S(V )) d→ Z(
′D1S(V ))
Z(CS
2t−1(Λ))+Z(F
n ′D1S(V ))
}
Γ(CS2t(Λ)) + Γ(
′D0S(F nV ))
,
where CS∗ (Λ) are (sheaed) Λ-valued C
∞ ∗-hains, Z( · )means losed setions,
and F n ′D1S(V ) = ′D1S(F nV ) + F 1S ′D1S(V ). (Holomorphiity of σ =⇒ d[σ˜] has
no
F 0S
F 1S
′D1S
(
V
FnV
)
omponent.) Hene d[σ˜] = c+ω gives lasses [c] ∈ H1(ηS,Q)⊗
H2n−1(X,Q) and [−ω] ∈ F n (H1(ηS,C)⊗H2n−1(X,C)) whih are equivalent,
hene the ∩, hene [ζ ]1 = [−ω] = [c]. If this lass is zero, modifying σ˜ by
primitives in the denominator of (5.1) yields ′σ˜ with d[ ′σ˜] = 0, thus a onstant
funtion from ηS → V also lifting σ. So AJ(Zs) = AJ(Zs0) (for all s ∈ ηS),
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and Ψ1(Z) lifts to AJ(Z) ∈ H0(ηS, Jn(X)). Conlusion: if [ζ ]1 = 0 then [AJζ ]0
is dened and = AJ(Z).
On the other hand, AJ(Z) is dened whether or not [ζ ]1 = 0, and so it is a
nontrivial question to ask:
if AJ(Z(s0)) = 0, must AJ(Zs) = 0 for all s?
While the {Zs} are algebraially isomorphi, they have dierent transendental
geometry, and AJ(Zs) is an invariant of that geometry. That the answer is yes,
should be onsidered fortunate; the same question for m-yles (m > 0) is open.
(The answer is expeted to be armative for yles algebraially equivalent to
zero. This is onsistent with the ase of 0-yles, sine all 0-yles are
alg≡ 0.)
A statement obviously equivalent to the armative answer for 0-yles, whih
we now prove, reads: AJ(Z) = 0 =⇒ Ψ1(ζ) = 0.
Proof. We temporarily write Alb(X) for Jn(X) and Alb for AJ , to agree
with notation in [M℄ (AJ will be written only for urves).
While Alb-equivalene does not spread a priori, rational equivalene is alge-
brai and does. For 0-yles on urves, AJ(W) = 0 =⇒ W rat≡ 0, so we want
to fator a orrespondene giving the identity on Alb(X) through a urve. This
is done in [M℄; namely, there exists a smooth urve C/Q¯ ⊆ X and orrespon-
dene
tE˜ ∈ CH1(X ×C/Q¯) so that the top (and ∴ bottom) ompositions in the
following diagram are isomorphisms:
Alb(X) ✲ J(C) ✲ Alb(X)
L1CHn(Xk)
Alb
✻
tE˜ ✲ L1CH1(Ck)
∼= AJ
✻
ιC ✲ L1CHn(Xk)
Alb
✻
Gr1LH
2n
H (X × ηS)
Ψ1
❄
[ tE˜×∆S ]∗✲ Gr1LH
2
H(C × ηS)
Ψ1
❄
[ιC×∆S ]∗✲ Gr1LH
2n
H (X × ηS)
Ψ1
❄
∼=
✲
(where we are identifying Gr1LH
2n
H (X × ηS) with [holomorphi℄ funtions from
ηS → Alb(X)). So given Z ∈ L1CHn(Xk) with Alb(Z) = 0, one traes through
the diagram to see
tE˜ · Z rat≡ 0 =⇒ Ψ1(tE˜ · Z) = 0 =⇒ Ψ1(ιC · tE˜ · Z) = 0
=⇒ Ψ1(Z) = 0.
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[Geometrially speaking, applying
tE˜ × ∆S to ζ turns the family {Zs} into
a family {′Zs} of 0-yles supported on C, with AlbX(′Zs) = AlbX(Zs) (∀ s).
Now AlbX(Zs0) = 0 =⇒ AJC(′Zs0) = 0 =⇒ ′Zs0
rat≡ 0 =⇒ ′Zs rat≡ 0 =⇒
AlbX(
′Zs) = 0 =⇒ AlbX(Zs) = 0.℄ 
Remark. (i)
1
n
ιC · tE˜ ∈ CHn(X ×X) is alled the Albanese projetor.
(ii) Owing to the last result we shall all the Ψi higher Abel-Jaobi maps.
6. Relation to the work of Griffiths and Green
We want to point out the equivalene of the approah taken here (based
on work of Lewis) with that taken in [GG3℄, whih onsiders graded piees
of cD(ζ¯) (modulo ambiguities) in lieu of cH(ζ) [= Ψ(Z)]. (This uses a Leray
ltration on H2nD (X × S,Q(n)); see the disussion in §10.) What we do here
is briey explain, in parallel with the disussion of termination of L• in §3,
why the Griths-Green approah also leads to a ltration F•GG on CHn that
terminates at (or before ) the (n+1)st step. A omplete proof (modulo HC) of
the equivalene of F•GG and L• has appeared in [mS, se. 1.6℄ for X dened /Q¯.
A yle Z ∈ CHn(Xk) lies in F iGG if there exists a hoie of omplete Q¯-
spread ζ¯ suh that cD(ζ¯) ∈ LiSH2nD (X × S,Q(n)). In order to exhibit the
termination property Fn+1GG = Fn+kGG for all k > 0, the following will sue: given
ζ¯ ∈ Zn(X × S/Q¯) with cD(ζ¯) ∈ Ln+1S H2nD , we must produe ΓD ∈ Zn(X ×D/Q¯)
(for some divisor D/Q¯ ⊆ S) suh that cD(ζ¯ − ΓD) = 0.
The onstrution of this ΓD involves the Hodge onjeture (HC), whih never
expliitly appears in Lewis; that is beause it is absorbed into BBC
q
(in fat,
HC+BBC =⇒ BBCq). That is, in the Lewis approah it is a longer leap from
vanishing of the invariant (cH(ζ) = 0) to rational equivalene (ζ
rat≡ 0), while in
the Griths-Green approah vanishing of the invariant (cD(ζ¯) = 0) is harder.
One produes ΓD one bit at a time (modifying ζ¯ as we go), rst piking o
[ζ¯]n+1 thru [ζ¯]2n, then (sine now ζ¯
′ hom≡ 0) [AJ(ζ¯ ′)]n thru [AJ(ζ¯ ′)]2n−1. As the
idea is the same for eah of these, we just demonstrate it (for one of the [ζ¯]n+i)
in an example.
For this example, we take X to be a 3-fold (Z a 0-yle as usual), and of
ourse Gr0LScD(ζ¯) = · · · = Gr3LScD(ζ¯) = 0. We take aim at [ζ¯]4, the graded
piee of the fundamental lass of ζ¯ in
Hg3(X × S) ∩ {H2(X)⊗H4(S)}.
The idea is to take a ross-setion of ζ¯ by a hyperplane setion XH of X
dened /Q¯; ζ¯ ∩ (XH × S) is then supported on X(H) × D for some odim.-1
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D/Q¯ ⊆ S. This ross-setion map may be formulated as a orrespondene
〈H×∆S〉 ∈ CH∗ ((X × S)× (X × S)) ,
so that the isomorphism of hard Lefshetz is indued by its ation:
H2(X)⊗H4(S)
[H×∆S ]∗
−→
∼=
H4(X)⊗H4(S).
Aording to the Lefshetz standard onjeture (⇐ HC + hard Lefshetz), there
exists a orrespondene 〈H−1〉 (algebraially) induing its inverse (and induing
the zero map in other degrees
2
). That is, [H−1]∗ = ([H]∗)
−1
, so the omposition
[H−1 × ∆S]∗ ◦ [H × ∆S]∗ = id on ohomology H2(X) ⊗ H4(S) (and zero on
H i(X) ⊗ H6−i(S) for i 6= 2). But beause it is algebrai (i.e. indued by a
orrespondene), the omposition operates on yles, and is not the identity on
ζ¯. In partiular, sine already 〈H×∆S〉 · ζ¯ is supported on X ×D,
Γ4D :=
〈
H
−1 ×∆S
〉 (〈H×∆S〉 · ζ¯) ⊆ X ×D.
As ohomology lasses, though,
[Γ4D] = [H
−1 ×∆S]∗ ◦ [H×∆S]∗[ζ¯] = [ζ¯]4 ∈ H2(X)⊗H4(S)
and so the modiation ζ¯−Γ4D killsGr4LS of the fundamental lass (of ζ¯) without
aeting either the other GriLS or the omplete spread's restrition to Z =
ζ¯ ∩ (X × {s0}) (or even to ζ). Griths and Green say suh a lass is in the
ambiguities.
Part 2. Motivation via degenerate ases
7. Formal omputations for relative varieties
The results of Part 1 are stated for X smooth projetive /Q¯. We now propose
to apply them formally to 0-yles on ertain relative quasiprojective X . It
turns out that the ltrations and maps they predit (for these speial X) are
orret, expliitly onstrutible, and give insight into the ase of X projetive
 whih we resume in Part 3.
Our rst speial X = (n
Q¯
, ∂n
Q¯
), the algebrai n-ube, where n
Q¯
:=
(P1
Q¯
\ {1}) and ∂n
Q¯
:=
⋃
j
{
(z1, . . . , zn) ∈ nQ¯ | zj = 0 or ∞
}
. We onsider
0-yles Z ∈ CHn(nk , ∂nk), k ∼= Q¯(S). We will write (n, ∂n) for the or-
responding analyti variety /C, and ((C∗)n, In) for the dual variety, where
2
This is not part of the Lefshetz standard onjeture as suh, but an be arranged without
additional assumptions by [Kl℄.
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In =
⋃
j {(z1, . . . , zn) ∈ (C∗)n | zj = 1} . (One an also think of these two as
(P1 \ {1}, {0,∞})n and (C∗, {1})n.)
There is a perfet pairing
H2n−i ((n, ∂n),Q)⊗H i (((C∗)n, In) ,Q) −→ Q(−n) ;
while
(7.1) H i (((C∗)n, In) ,Q) ∼=
{
Q(−n) i = n
0 otherwise
}
,
beause
[
1
(2π
√−1)ndlogz1 ∧ · · · ∧ dlogzn
]
has weight 2n (due to the n dlog's; see
e.g. [GS℄). The Q(−n) must pair with a Q(0), and so (writing πS : X×S → S
as above)
R2n−iπS∗Q ∼=
{
Q(0) i = n
0 otherwise
=⇒ RnπS∗Q(n) = Q(n).
We emphasize that this is highly peuliar; it has the eet of giving H∗(ηS)
where one would expet (were X smooth projetive) H∗(ηS) in the Ψn-target
whih we now ompute.
The mixed Hodge struture Hn−1(ηS) has weights (in general) from (n − 1)
to 2(n− 1); therefore Hn−1(ηS,Q(n)) has weights from −(n+ 1) to −2 so that
W−1 is everything and GrW0 = 0. Similarly, W0H
n(ηS,Q(n)) = H
n(ηS,Q(n)).
Applying this reasoning to (7.1) with X = (n, ∂n), one has
GriLH
2n
H (X × ηS,Q(n)) = 0 for i 6= n,
GrnLHg
n(X×ηS) ∼= Hom
MHS
(Q(0), Hn(ηS ,Q(n))) ∼= FnHn(ηS ,C)∩Hn(ηS ,Q(n)),
and
Grn−1L J
n(X×ηS) ∼= Ext1
MHS
(
Q(0), Hn−1(ηS ,Q(n))
) ∼= Hn−1(ηS ,C)
FnHn−1(ηS ,C) +Hn−1(ηS ,Q(n))
∼= Hn−1(ηS ,C/Q(n)).
So the formalism predits a map Ψ from CHn(nk , ∂
n
k) to the middle term of
(7.2) Hn−1(ηS,C/Q(n))
q→ HnD(ηS,Q(n)) p→ F nHn(ηS,C) ∩Hn(ηS,Q(n)),
suh that p(Ψ(Z)) = [ζ ] (and if this is zero Ψ(Z) = q[AJζ ]).
Next, in order to get a more interesting Leray ltration, we take X =
(P1
Q¯
, {0,∞})n  a produt of degenerate ellipti urves. This serves as a tran-
sitional example between (n, ∂n) and produts of smooth projetive urves.
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For xed i, letSni denote the set of stritly inreasing funtions σ : {1, . . . , i} →֒
{1, . . . , n}, whih we may also think of as a hoie of i indies
1 ≤ σ(1) ≤ · · · ≤ σ(i) ≤ n ;
obviously |Sni | = n!(n−i)! i! . To eah σ ∈ Sni orresponds a projetion
πσ : (C
∗)n → (C∗)i,
and these indue maps on ohomology (twisted to have weight 0)
H i
(
(P1 \ {0,∞})n,Q(i)) ∼= ⊕σ 〈∧σdlogz〉 ∼=←−
⊕σπ∗σ
⊕σ H i
(
(P1 \ {0,∞})i,Q(i))
where ∧σdlogz := dlogzσ(1) ∧ · · · ∧ dlogzσ(i) and ⊕σ is short for ⊕σ∈Sni .
Let [∧σdlogz]∨ be a funtional evaluating (for eah σ′) to δσσ′ on [∧σ′dlogz];
〈∧σdlogz〉∨ will denote the Q-vetor-spae it generates. The last map dualizes
to
(7.3)
H2n−i
(
(P1, {0,∞})n,Q(n− i)) ∼= ⊕σ 〈∧σdlogz〉∨ ∼=→ ⊕σH i ((P1, {0,∞})i,Q)
(also weight 0) so that [for X = (P1, {0,∞})n℄
R2n−iπS∗Q(n) ∼= Q(i)⊗ R2n−iπS∗Q(n− i) ∼= ⊕σQ(i)⊗ 〈∧σdlogz〉∨
∼= ⊕σQ(i).
Twisted by Q(i), (7.3) indues the top ∼= in the following diagram, in whih we
are also (formally) applying funtorial properties of the Li (proved in [L2℄):
(7.4)
GriLH
2n
H ((P
1, {0,∞})n × ηS,Q(n))
∼=−→ ⊕σGriLH2iH ((P1, {0,∞})i × ηS,Q(i))
↑ Ψi(n) ↑ ⊕σΨi(i)
LiCHn ((P1k, {0,∞})n)
⊕(πσ)∗−→ ⊕σLiCH i ((P1k, {0,∞})i) .
This says that Ψi(n) fators through ⊕σ(πσ)∗; ombining this with the expe-
tation that Ψi(i) is injetive, we have formally that
Li+1CHn ((P1k, {0,∞})n) = ker(Ψi(n)) = ker{⊕σ(πσ)∗}
=
{
〈Z〉
∣∣∣ (πσ)∗Z rat≡ 0 (∀ σ ∈ Sni )}
onsists of 0-yles whose projetions to i-faes (P1, {0,∞})i are rationally
equivalent to zero. This obviously does give a ltration, and we expet maps
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(7.5)
Ψi : Gr
i
ℓCH
n
(
(P1k, {0,∞})n
) −→ H iD(ηS,Q(i))⊗ {H i ((P1 \ {0,∞})n,Q(i))}∨
(or equivalently, to ⊕σH iD(ηS,Q(i))) by a alulation similar to that done above
for (n, ∂n).
8. Enter the Milnor regulator
We now explain how maps agreeing with the preditions of §7 are obtained;
we remind the reader that all Chow, yle, and K-groups are ⊗Q (modulo
torsion).
Let Z{S} := the free abelian group on the set S, and Q{S} := Z{S} ⊗ Q.
The map
⊗nQ{k∗} −→ Zn(nk , ∂nk) [{a} := a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an 7→ (a1, . . . , an) =: (a)]
desends to an isomorphism (taking the quotient by Steinberg relations ⊗Q on
the left and rational equivalenes ⊗Q on the right)
KMn (k)
∼=
−→
Ξ
CHn(nk , ∂
n
k) [{a} := {a1, . . . , an} 7→ 〈(a1, . . . , an)〉].
Remark. By normalization of Bloh's higher Chow omplex, this redues to
KMn (k)
∼= CHn(Spek, n); proof of the latter (the essential step is Suslin rei-
proity) may be found in [T℄.
Suppose (∀i) fi 7→ ai (i.e. f 7→ a) under the embedding e : Q¯(S)
∼=→ k [⊆ C]
given by evaluation at 0 ∈ ηS, and let Z = (a) = (e(f)). Then ζ¯ is the graph
[losure℄ of f1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ fn over S, γf ⊆ Zn
(
(n
Q¯
, ∂n
Q¯
)× S
)
. Writing γ
f
= ζ for
its restrition to (n
Q¯
, ∂n
Q¯
)× ηS, the spread map
CHn(nk , ∂
n
k)
∼=→ CHn ((n
Q¯
, ∂n
Q¯
)× ηS
)
sends [〈(a)〉 =] 〈(e(f))〉 7→ 〈γ
f
〉 .
Lemma 8.1. [Ke1℄ There exists a regulator map
R : KMn (Q¯(S))→ HnD(ηS,Q(n))
suh that (referring to (7.2)) p(R{f}) = [γ
f
] and (if this is zero) q(AJ(γ
f
)) =
R{f}, for suitable determinations of [γ
f
] ∈ F nHn(ηS,C) ∩ Hn(ηS,Q(n)) and
AJ(γ
f
) ∈ Hn−1(ηS,C/Q(n)).
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If we assume this, taking Ψ := R ◦ e−1 ◦ Ξ−1 makes good on our predition
from §7, sine then (for Z = (a) = (e(f)))
(p ◦Ψ)(Z) = p ((R ◦ e−1){a}) = p(R{f}) = [γ
f
] = [ζ ],
and so on.
We briey (and somewhat roughly) summarize the omputation of [γ
f
] and
AJ(γ
f
) involved in the onstrution ofR (from [Ke1℄). The idea is that γ
f
gives a
topologial 2t-yle essentially on (C∗, {1})n×Srel, where Srel := lim−→D/Q¯⊆S(S,D).
Moreover eah (C∗, {1}) fator has a fundamental domain (D, {1}) obtained
by utting along R−, endowed with a C∞ homotopy θ : D × [0, 1] → C∗
ontrating D to {1}. One may lift γ
f
to γ˜
f
on (D, {1})n × Srel, then su-
essively ontrat (D, {1})-fators. Under this total homotopy γ˜
f
traes
out a (2t + 1)-hain Γ
f
(on (C∗)n × S) with ∂Γ
f
≡ γ
f
− (S1)n × T
f
, where
T
f
:= πS {γf ∩ (R− × · · · × R−)× S}. (We ignore the rest of the boundary, in
partiular that supported on Srel × In.)
Now write Ωn := ∧ndlogz = dz1z1 ∧ · · · ∧ dznzn ; this generates ohomology of
(C∗, {1})n. We may dene the fundamental lass of γ
f
as a funtional
[γ
f
] :=
[∫
γ
f
Ωn ∧ π∗S(·)
]
∈ {H2t−n(Srel,C)}∨ ∼= Hn(ηS,C),
whih identies with [integration
3
on S against℄ the holomorphi urrent
∧ndlogf =: Ω
f
or equivalently (using Γ
f
and Stokes' theorem) (2π
√−1)nδT
f
.
We write
[γ
f
] = [Ω
f
] = [(2π
√−1)nδT
f
] ∈ F nHn(ηS,C) ∩Hn(ηS,Q(n)).
If this lass vanishes then T
f
= ∂µ (µ a (2t − n + 1)-hain⊗Q) and Γ′
f
:=
Γ
f
+ (S1)n × µ =⇒ ∂Γ′
f
≡ γ
f
. Aounting for ambiguity in hoie of µ, dene
AJ(γ
f
) :=
[∫
Γ′
f
Ωn ∧ π∗S(·)
]
∈ {H
2t−n+1(Srel,C)}∨
im{H2t−n+1(Srel,Q(n))}
∼= Hn−1(ηS,C/Q(n)).
It is omputed by the Milnor-regulator urrent R
f
+ (2π
√−1)nδµ =: R′
f
∈
Z
d
( ′Dn−1ηS ), where
R
f
:=
n∑
j=1
(±2π√−1)j log fjdlogfj−1 ∧ · · · ∧ dlogfn · δTf1∩···∩Tfj−1
(and Tf := f
−1(R−), ± := (−1)n−1). We prefer to view R′
f
as a C/Q(n)-valued
funtional on topologial (n − 1)-yles (⊗Q) avoiding D (rather than forms
3
(e.g., of forms ompatly supported away from some D in the limit)
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ompatly supported away from D). This allows us to disard the membrane
term. Finally, a tehnial point: to ompletely desribe R (and thus Ψ) one
needs a Deligne-homology desription of HnD(ηS,Q(n)), or the desription below
in §9; then (see [KLM, Set. 5.9℄) we put R{f} = ((2π√−1)nT
f
,Ω
f
, R
f
)
. In
terms of our formal analogy to the theory of Part 1 and the ∼='s of §7, we have
the following
Conlusion. If Z = (e(f1), . . . , e(fn)) ∈ Zn(nk , ∂nk), then
[ζ ]n = [Ωf] = [(2π
√−1)nT
f
] ∈ GrnLHgn ((n, ∂n)× ηS) ,
and if this vanishes
[AJζ ]n−1 = [Rf] ∈ Grn−1L Jn ((n, ∂n)× ηS) ;
in other words Ψ(Z) = R{f}.
Remark 8.2. (i) There is a natural generalization of this to higher-dimensional
yles on the n-ube, to the eet that the one nontrivial higher AJ map Ψ (=
Ψ2p−n) is omputed by the omposition
CHp(nk , ∂
n
k)
∼=
→
′Ξ−1
CHp(Spe k, n)
∼=
→
′e−1
CHp(ηS, n)
′R→ H2p−nD (ηS,Q(p))
where
′R are the AJ maps of [KLM℄. (See [Ke3℄ for examples.)
(ii) The isomorphism Ξ : KMn (C)
∼=→ CHn(n, ∂n) (where we have taken
the limit over k ⊂ C) gives a onrete demonstration of the Mumford(-Roitman)
theorem, sine the map πN : S
(N) ((C∗)×n)→ KMn (C) fails to surjet for all N
(there are always elements of KMn (C) that annot be presented as a sum of ≤ N
symbols). A warning in this onnetion: that KMn (C)[⊗Q] is an∞-dimensional
Q-vetor-spae is irrelevant (as suh), sine the ∞-dimensionality whih inter-
ests us is essentially /C. After all, the Jaobian of any urve (g ≥ 1) ontains
Q-vetor-spaes of arbitrarily high dimension; simply hoose algebraially inde-
pendent generators ∈ Cg (whih are also independent of the period vetors)!
We give a more terse desription of the Ψi for X = (P
1
Q¯
, {0,∞})n, starting
withΨn. First reallLiCHn ((P1k, {0,∞})n) :=
{
〈Z〉
∣∣∣ (πσ)∗Z rat≡ 0 (∀ σ ∈ Sni−1)} .
Lemma 8.3. LnCHn is spanned by n-box yles of the form
Z = B(a) = B(a1, . . . , an) := ((a1)− (1))× · · · × ((an)− (1)),
ai ∈ k∗. The map Ξn : KMn (k) → LnCHn ((P1k, {0,∞})n) given by {a} 7→
〈B(a)〉 , is an isomorphism with inverse sending 〈(′a)〉 7→ {′a} (sine all symbols
involving a 1 are trivial in Milnor K-theory).
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Example. The 2-box yle B(a1, a2) = (a1, a2)−(1, a2)−(a1, 1)+(1, 1). Cyles
of this form generate the Albanese kernel in CH2(P1 × P1, {0,∞}× P1 ∪ P1 ×
{0,∞}).
Proof. (of Lemma): See [Ke3℄; here we just point out why Ξn surjets. Using
the norm in Milnor K-theory, one an modify Z ∈ LnCHn ((P1k, {0,∞})n) by a
rational equivalene so that the oordinates of its points lie in k∗ (rather than
some algebrai extension). Then one uses the fat that its fae projetions are
rationally equivalent to zero to get Z rat≡ Z +∑j<n(−1)n−j∑σ∈Snj (π˜σ)∗Z =
B(Z). Here π˜σ : (C∗)n → (C∗)n denotes the internal projetion orresponding
to πσ; e.g., if πσ(z1, . . . , z5) = (z1, z4, z5) then π˜σ(z1, . . . , z5) = (z1, 1, 1, z4, z5).

An n-box yle Z = B(e(f)) spreads to an n-box graph ζ = B(γ
f
) ∈
Zn
(
(P1
Q¯
, {0,∞})n × ηS
)
; one heks that [ζ ]0 = · · · = [ζ ]n−1 = 0 and [ζ ] = [ζ ]n
is omputed by [Ω
f
]. Using homotopies one onstruts a topologial hain ΓB
f
having Γ
f
as a omponent, whih satises ∂ΓB
f
= B(γ
f
) − (S1)n × T
f
. (Here
we do not ignore boundary at In × Srel, sine this is B(γf) \ γf!) As before one
omputes AJ(B(γ
f
)) (if [ζ ] = 0) by integrating
∫
ΓB
f
Ωn ∧ π∗S(·) (plus membrane
term); but as the only nonzero ontribution omes from Γ
f
, [AJ(B(γ
f
))]n−1 is
just given by [R
f
] after all. See [Ke3℄ for details.
So for 〈Z〉 = Ξn(e{f}) ∈ LnCHn, cD(ζ) = R{f}; and we write Ψn for the
omposition
LnCHn ((P1k, {0,∞})n) ∼=→
Ξ−1n
KMn (k)
∼=
→
e−1
KMn (Q¯(S))
R→ HnD(ηS,Q(n)).
To onstrut the remaining Ψi, we need the following
Lemma 8.4. (i) LiCHn ((P1k, {0,∞})n) is generated by i-box yles of the
form
((a1)− (1))× · · · × ((ai)− (1))× (ai+1)× · · · × (an)
(written in any order), where the aj ∈ k∗.
(ii) GriCHn ((P1k, {0,∞})n)
∼=
→
⊕σ(πσ)∗
⊕σ∈Sni KMi (k). [The above i-box would
be sent to {a1, . . . , ai} in one ⊕-fator, 0 in the others.℄
Proof. keys are Suslin reiproity (in the form proved in [Ke2℄), some ombina-
torial onsiderations (see [Ke3℄), and a norm argument. 
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Now onsider the omposition
GriLCH
n
(
(P1k, {0,∞})n
) ⊕(πσi )∗→
∼=
⊕σ LiCH i
(
(P1k, {0,∞})i
)
⊕(R◦e−1◦Ξ−1i )−→ ⊕σH iD(ηS,Q(i));
one an argue (by ombining a diagram like (7.4) with the argument for Ψn)
that on yles of the form desribed in Lemma 8.4(i), this omputes the ith
Leray omponent of cD of the spread. We label this Ψi, with the aveat that
one needs injetivity of R [=BBC in this ontext℄ to get ker(Ψi) = Li+1CHn.
Referring to (7.5), we an be more preise and write
(8.1)
Ψi(Z) =
∑
σ∈Sni
R{fσ}⊗[∧σdlogz]∨ ∈ H iD(ηS,Q(i))⊗
{
H i
(
(P1 \ 0,∞)n,Q(i))}∨ ,
where {fσ} = (e−1 ◦ Ξ−1i ◦ (πσ)∗) 〈Z〉.
Remark 8.5. BBC on X (not to be onfused with injetivity of R!) means that
L2CHn(Xk) should be zero when k = Q¯. Lemma 8.4(ii) shows that this holds
for X = (P1
Q¯
, {0,∞})n sine KMi (Q¯) = 0 for i ≥ 2 (see [R℄).
9. Interpretation via differential haraters
We return to the ase X = (n
Q¯
, ∂n
Q¯
), with Z = (e(f)) ∈ Zn(Xk) and
ζ = γ
f
∈ Zn(X × ηS/Q¯). Up to this point we have presented R{f} = Ψ(Z) =
cH(Z) ∈ HnD(ηS,Q(n)) as an algebrai means of olleting [Ωf] = [ζ ] and [Rf] =
AJ(ζ) into a single objet. We now give a geometri desription of this objet.
In what follows, D refers to some odimension-1 subvariety D/Q¯ ⊂ S (in the
limit dening ηS and Srel); when dealing with γf, Rf, et. it is assumed that
D ⊇ ∪|(fi)|.
A (holomorphi) dierential (n−1)-harater on S\D is for us a funtional on
yles C ∈ Ztopn−1(S \D) with the following property: when C = ∂µ on S \D (i.e.,
µ is ompatly supported away from D), the funtional redues to a membrane
integral
∫
µ
Ω (for some holomorphi form Ω on S \D). The group HnD(ηS,Q(n))
an be desribed in terms of urrents as
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(9.1)
ker
{
Γ( ′Dn−1ηS )
d→ Z(
′DnηS )
Z(Fn ′DnηS )+Z
(
C
Srel
2t−n(Q(n))
)
}
dΓ( ′Dn−2ηS ) + Γ
(
CSrel2t−n+1(Q(n))
) .
(Here
′D∗S\D := ′D∗S /{urrents supported on D} ; while C(S,D)∗ :=
CS∗ /{hains supported on D} .) Thus a urrent R representing a lass in HnD
satises d[R] ≡ Ω + (2π√−1)nδK (on S \ D, i.e. modulo urrents supported
on D). Suh an
∫
(·)R denes a C/Q(n)-valued differential character, sine∫
∂µ
R =
∫
µ
Ω + (2π
√−1)n#(µ ∩ K) ≡ ∫
µ
Ω mod Q(n).
Proposition 9.1. The urrent R
f
omputes the lass R{f} ∈ HnD(ηS,Q(n)).
Proof. That R
f
∈numerator of (9.1) follows from d[R
f
] = Ω
f
− (2π√−1)nδT
f
(on
ηS). In the Deligne homology desription of H
n
D(ηS,Q(n)), essentially
4
ker
{
Z
(
CSrel2t−n(Q(n))
)
⊕ Z(F n ′DnηS)⊕ Γ( ′Dn−1ηS )
D→ Z( ′DnηS)
}
im
{
Γ
(
CSrel2t−n+1(Q(n))
)
⊕ Γ( ′Dn−2ηS )
D→ num
} ,
R{f} is taken to be the lass dened by ((2πi)nT
f
,Ω
f
, R
f
). But this desription
maps isomorphially to (9.1) simply by sending (T,Ω, R) [in the numerator℄ to
R. 
There is a more interesting perspetive on why R
f
gives a dierential har-
ater. Given C ∈ Ztopn−1(S \ D), write f(C) for the (n − 1)-yle ρX(ρ−1S (C)) on
(C∗)n. (This f(·) is atually dened on any element of Ctop∗ (S \D), hains om-
patly supported away from D. One should note in analogy to Remark 2.1,
that ρX ◦ (ρS)−1 really means
∑
imiρ
i
X ◦ (ρiS)−1.)
Claim. ∃ ΓC ∈ Ctopn ((C∗)n) suh that ∂ΓC ≡ f(C) (mod In), and
∫
ΓC
∧ndlogz ≡∫
C Rf (mod Q(n)). [Note that hanging the hoie of ΓC (by a yle) only alters∫
ΓC
Ωn by Q(n).℄
In other words,
∫
C Rf an always be omputed by a membrane integral, only
on X (rather than ηS). The laim is key to understanding how the form
∧ndlogz = Ωn (and thus Hn(X)) ontrols rational equivalene. Assuming it,
if C = ∂µ then setting ΓC := f(µ) =⇒
∫
C Rf ≡
∫
ΓC
Ωn =
∫
f(µ)
Ωn =
∫
µ
Ω
f
, as
4
here D(a, b, c) = (d[c] − b + a), and in the denominator D(a, c) = (−∂a, 0, d[c] + a). One
really needs urrents with log poles here (and a redution-to-NCD argument); e.g. see [KLM,
Set. 5.9℄.
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desired. To prove the laim, we reall the total homotopy desribed above as
a
Lemma 9.2. ∃ map Θ : Ctop∗ ((C∗)n × S) → Ctop∗+1 ((C∗)n × S) respeting sup-
port over S and satisfying ∂(Θ(τ)) ≡ τ − πS {τ ∩ (R−)n × S} modulo hains
supported on S × In.
Proof. (of Claim): We abuse notation, writing ρ−1S for ι ◦ ρ−1S . Now ρ−1S (C) =
γ
f
∩{(C∗)n × C} is (n−1)-dimensional, while (R−)n×S has odimension n. So
∂
{
Θ(ρ−1S (C))
} ≡ ρ−1S (C), and Θ(ρ−1S (C)) is (ompatly) supported on (C∗)n×S\
D. Set ΓC := πX
{
Θ(ρ−1S (C))
}
; learly ∂ΓC ≡ πX
{
ρ−1S (C)
}
= f(C) on (C∗, {1})n.
That
∫
γC
Ωn ≡
∫
C Rf follows diretly from the omputation that produes Rf in
[Ke1℄. 
For n = 2, we give pitures of f(C) [=boldfae loops℄ together with the anon-
ial hoie of ΓC (from the above proof), for two dierent C ∈ Ztop1 (S \D). The
C's in question are just loops around omponents of |(f1)| and |(f2)| ⊆ D.
0
8
8
01
1
=
=
z
z1
2
Now take X = (P1, {0,∞})n, 〈Z〉 ∈ LiCHn(Xk). In keeping with (8.1), we
an see
Ψi(Z) =
∑
σ∈Sni
∫
(·)
R
fσ ⊗ [∧σdlogz]∨
as a formal sum of C/Q(i)-valued dierential (i − 1)-haraters. Taking Z to
be of the form desribed in Lemma 8.4(i), ∧σdlogf = 0 (∀ σ ∈ Sni−1) owing
to anellations; equivalently 0 =[ζ ]i−1:=
∑
σ∈Sni−1 [∧
σ
dlogf ]⊗ [∧σdlogz]∨. So
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[ζ ]i−1
∗
:= (ρS)∗◦(ρX)∗ : [F i−1]H i−1 ((C∗)n)→ H i−1(ηS) is zero; hene [ζ ]i−1∗ :=
(ρX ◦ (ρS)−1)∗ : Hi−1(ηS,Q)→ Hi−1((C∗)n,Q) is zero also: given C ∈ Ztopi−1(S \
D), there exists ΓC ∈ Ctopi ((C∗)n) bounding on f(C). A straightforward argu-
ment then shows
∫
C Rfσ =
∫
Θ(πσ(ρ−1(C))) Ωi ≡
∫
πσ(ΓC)
Ωi =
∫
ΓC
∧σdlogz (mod Q(i)).
Consequently
Ψi(Z)(C) =
∑
σ∈Sni
∫
ΓC
∧σdlogz ⊗ [∧σdlogz]∨
=
∫
ΓC
(·) ∈ {[F
i]H i((C∗)n,C)}∨
im {Hi((C∗)n,Q(i))}
∼= ⊕σC/Q(i) ,
and Ψi(Z) may be viewed as one dierential harater taking values in a vetor
spae modulo a Q-lattie. This is the point of view we will generalize to X
smooth projetive.
Part 3. Conrete desription of the invariants
10. Redution of the target spaes
One more take X/Q¯ smooth projetive (n = dimX), Z ∈ Zn(Xk) suh that
〈Z〉 ∈ LiCHn(Xk), and spread Z out to get ζ ∈ Zn(X × ηS/Q¯). We want
to ompute Ψi(Z) = GriLcH(ζ); but in general the target spae GriLH2nH (X ×
ηS,Q(n)) an be ompliated, and Ψi diult to desribe geometrially.
That is in stark ontrast to the relative ases onsidered in Part 2, for instane
X ′ = (P1, {0,∞})n [with dual Xˆ ′ = (C∗)n℄. Sine F n−i+1H2n−i(X ′,C) = 0, ra-
tional equivalene was ontrolled by the rather simple objet
[Fn−i]
Fn−i+1
H2n−i(X ′)
[or dually by [F i]H i(Xˆ ′)℄.
One naturally wonders whether negleting F n−i+1H2n−i(X,C)[6= 0] inGriLH2nH
markedly simplies its presentation. The answer is yes, and the resulting invari-
ants χi(Z) (quotients of Ψi(Z)) turn out to be dierential haraters. These are
omputed by membrane integrals on X (dierent from Griths's presription;
see Remark 4.1). The aveat is that they only apture rational inequivalenes
regulated by holomorphic forms on X .
The following notation is good for the rest of the paper. Set
Λ˜ := H2n−i(X,Q) , V˜ := Λ˜⊗ C = H2n−i(X,C) ,
and note that V˜ = F n−iV˜ . Also let
V := V˜
/
F n−i+1V˜ =
{
F iH i(X,C)
}∨
, Λ := im
{
Λ˜
→ V
} ∼= Λ˜ /ker() ,
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and remark that dimQ Λ ≥ 2 dimC V (usually > holds). We now explain how to
take the appropriate quotients of GriLHg
n(X × ηS) and Gri−1L Jn(X × ηS), then
nally GriLH
2n
H .
Redution of GriLHg
n(X × ηS). Set
H2nQ := H
i(ηS,Q)⊗H2n−i(X,Q), H2nQ := W2nH2nQ = H i(ηS,Q)⊗H2n−i(X,Q).
Referring to (4.5) and (4.1) (omitting the twist),
(10.1) GriLHg
n(X × ηS) = Hom
MHS
(
Q(0), H2nQ ⊗Q(n)
) ∼= F nH2nC ∩H2nQ .
It is worth noting that this maps injectively to
H2nQ
∼= HomQ (H i(ηS,Q), Hi(X,Q)) ,
where one thinks of H i(ηS,Q)
∼= oim {Hi(ηS,Q)→ Hi(S,Q)} as topologial
yles on S, whih an be moved (in their lass on S) to avoid an arbitrary [not
ne. irreduible℄ divisor D/Q¯ ⊂ S.
Now observe that F nH2nC =
∑i
k=0 F
kH i(ηS,C)⊗ F n−kH2n−i(X,C); writing
F n−i+1X H
2n
C := H
i(ηS,C)⊗F n−i+1H2n−i(X,C) , WC := (F n−i+1X H2nC )∩(F nH2nC ),
we have
F nH2nC
WC
= F iH i(ηS,C)⊗ [F
n−i]
F n−i+1
H2n−i(X,C) =: F iH i(ηS, V ).
(Note that F iH i(ηS,C) ∼= F iH i(S,C).) The redution is then ahieved via the
omposition
ker
{
F nH2nC ⊕H2nQ → H2nC
}
=============== :F nH2nC ∩H2nQ
ker
{
FnH2n
C
WC
⊕ H2nQ
H2nQ ∩WC
→ H2nC
WC
}(∗)❄❄
ker
{
FnH2nC
WC
⊕ H2nQ
H2nQ ∩Fn−i+1X H2nC
→ H2nC
Fn−i+1X H
2n
C
}
↓∼=
ker
{
F iH i(ηS, V )⊕H i(ηS,Λ)→ H i(ηS, V )
}
❄
∩
== :F iH i(ηS, V ) ∩H i(ηS,Λ),
′φi
❄
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whih may also be expressed as a map
5
′φi : GriLHg
n(X×ηS)→ HomC
{
F iH i(X,C), F iH i(ηS ,C)
}∩HomQ {H i(ηS ,Q),H i(X,Q)} .
This time injetivity of the map (from the r.h.s.) to the HomC piee is what
shall be useful.
Remark 10.1. (i) Write F 1hH
i(ηS,Q) for the largest sub-Hodge-struture of
H i(ηS,Q) ∩ F 1H i(ηS,C); this is zero if [Grothendiek's℄ GHC holds. Sine
ker(∗) ⊆
{
i−1∑
k=1
F kH i(ηS,C)⊗ F n−kH2n−i(X,C)
}
∩H2nQ
⊆ F 1hH i(ηS,Q)⊗H2n−i(X,Q),
we expet (∗) is an isomorphism; but we won't assume this.
(ii) By ontrast (provided V 6= 0), {F iH i(ηS,C)⊗ V } ∩ {H i(ηS,Q)⊗ Λ}
is not ontained in
{
F iH i(ηS,C) ∩H i(ηS,Q)
} ⊗ Λ (whih is zero), essentially
beause dimQ Λ > dimC V (and so similar reasoning does not apply). So the
target of
′φi is ertainly nonzero.
Redution of Gri−1L J
n(X × ηS). Now let
H2n−1Q := H
i−1(ηS,Q)⊗H2n−i(X,Q) , H2n−1Q := W2n−1H2n−1Q .
From (4.5), (4.2) (omitting the twist), and the desription of the Ext1/Hom
quotient (in §4),
Gri−1L J
n(X × ηS) =
Ext1
MHS
(
Q(0), W−1(H2n−1Q ⊗Q(n))
)
im
{
Hom
MHS
(
Q(0), GrW0 (H
2n−1
Q ⊗Q(n))
)}
=
Ext1
MHS
(
Q(0), H2n−1Q ⊗Q(n)
)
im
{
Hom
MHS
(
Q(0), (GrW2nH
2n−1
Q )⊗Q(n)
)}
(10.2)
∼= H
2n−1
C
H2n−1Q + F nH
2n−1
C +
{
W2nH
2n−1
Q + F
nW2nH
2n−1
C
} ∩H2n−1C
(sine W2nH
2n−1
Q = H
2n−1
Q ).
Next one noties that
F nH2n−1C =
i−1∑
k=0
F kH i−1(ηS,C)⊗ F n−kH2n−i(X,C)
5
here Hi(X,Q) :=Poinaré duals of Λ. To get a (sort of) feeling for what this looks
like: in a situation where the unamended GHC (in general false, see [L1℄) holds, this is
lim−→Y⊆X(odim. 1) oker{Hi(Y,Q)→ Hi(X,Q)} = oim {Hi(X,Q)→ Hi(Xrel,Q)}.
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⊆ H i−1(ηS,C)⊗ F n−i+1H2n−i(X,C) =: F n−i+1X H2n−1C .
Similarly,
F nW2nH
2n−1
C =
i−1∑
k=0
F kWiH
i−1(ηS,C)⊗C F n−kH2n−i(X,C)
⊆ WiH i−1(ηS,C)⊗C F n−i+1H2n−i(X,C)
= WiH
i−1(ηS,Q)⊗Q F n−i+1H2n−i(X,C),
hene
{W2nH2n−1Q + F nW2nH2n−1C } ∩H2n−1C ⊆
WiH
i−1(ηS,Q)⊗Q
{
H2n−i(X,Q) + F n−i+1H2n−i(X,C)
}
∩ Wi−1H i−1(ηS,Q)⊗Q H2n−i(X,C)
= Wi−1H i−1(ηS,Q)⊗Q
{
H2n−i(X,Q) + F n−i+1H2n−i(X,C)
}
⊆ H2n−1Q + F n−i+1X H2n−1C .
We write our onlusion as a projetion
Gri−1L J
n(X×ηS)
′′φi−1
։ Gri−1L J
n(X×ηS)
/
F n−i+1X H
2n−1
C =
H2n−1C
H2n−1Q + F
n−i+1
X H
2n−1
C
=
H i−1(ηS,Q)⊗H2n−i(X,C)
H i−1(ηS,Q)⊗H2n−i(X,Q) + H i−1(ηS,Q)⊗ F n−i+1H2n−i(X,C)
∼= Hom
(
H i−1(ηS,Q),
H2n−i(X,C)
H2n−i(X,Q) + F n−i+1H2n−i(X,C)
)
= Hom
(
H i−1(ηS,Q), {F iH i(X,C)}∨ /im{Hi(X,Q)}
)
=: H i−1(ηS, V /Λ).
Redution of GriLH
2n
H (X × ηS,Q(n)). Dene a omplex of sheaves in the
analyti topology (on SC)
Λ{i}D := Λ →֒ OS ⊗ V → Ω1S ⊗ V → · · · → Ωi−1S ⊗ V → 0
(where Λ = onstant sheaf plaed in degree 0), and set
H∗D(S,Λ{i}) := H∗(S,Λ{i}D).
One may dene similar groups for ηS via a Deligne-Beilinson approah (as in
[EV℄); and we write
H iD(ηS,Λ{i}) := im
{
H iD(S,Λ{i})→ H iD(ηS,Λ{i})
}
.
By a standard argument one has a diagram (with exat rows)
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0 ✲ H i−1(S, V/Λ) ✲ H iD(S,Λ{i}) ✲ ker
{(
F iH i(S, V )
⊕H i(S,Λ)
)
→ H i(S, V )
}
✲ 0
0 ✲ H i−1(ηS, V/Λ)
❄
✲ H iD(ηS,Λ{i})
❄
✲ ker
{(
F iH i(ηS, V )
⊕H i(ηS,Λ)
)
→ H i(ηS, V )
}α❄
✲ 0 .
Here V is treated simply as an abelian group (and ignored by the Hodge ltra-
tion). Sine ker{H i(S,Λ) → H i(S, V )} and ker{F iH i(S, V ) → F iH i(ηS, V )}
are both zero, α is injetive. It follows immediately that the top row of the
following (where we have not yet dened φi) is exat:
(10.3)
0→ H i−1(ηS , V/Λ) q✲ H iD(ηS ,Λ{i})
p✲ F iH i(ηS , V ) ∩H i(ηS ,Λ)→ 0
′′φi−1 ↑ φi ↑ ′φi ↑
0→ Gri−1L Jn(X × ηS)
q✲ GriLH
2n
H (X × ηS ,Q(n))
p✲ GriLHg
n(X × ηS)→ 0 .
One noties a formal similarity between the top row, and the situation [X =
(P1, {0,∞})n, V = ⊕σC, Λ = ⊕σ(2πi)iQ℄ in Part 2; but the restrition on the
weights (e.g., H i−1 = Wi−1H i−1) onstitutes a substantial dierene.
The bottom row of (10.3) admits a Deligne-homology-type presentation, namely
(10.4)
ker
{
Z(CS
2t−i(Λ˜))
dΓ(CS
2t−i+1(Λ˜))
⊕ Z(Fn ′DiS(V˜ ))
dΓ(Fn ′Di−1S (V˜ ))
→ Z( ′DiS(V˜ ))
dΓ( ′Di−1S (V˜ ))
}
N1(num)
↑ p
ker
{
Z(CS2t−i(Λ˜))⊕ Z(F n ′DiS(V˜ ))⊕ Γ( ′Di−1S (V˜ )) D→ Z( ′DiS(V˜ ))
}
N˜1(num) + im
{
Γ(CS2t−i+1(Λ˜))⊕ Γ(F n ′Di−1S (V˜ ))⊕ Γ( ′Di−2S (V˜ ))→ num
}
↑ q
Z( ′Di−1S (V˜ ))
dΓ( ′Di−2S (V˜ )) +
{
N1Γ( ′Di−1S (V˜ )) +W Si Γ(C2t−i+1(Λ˜)) +W Si Γ(F n ′Di−1S (V˜ ))
}
∩ num
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(see notation
6
below). We explain how to derive the middle term below.
On the other hand, a (less horrible) dierential-harater-type presentation
of (10.3)'s top row will serve to motivate and guide the disussions in §11 and
§14:
(10.5)
ker
{
Z(CS
2t−i(Λ))
dΓ(CS
2t−i+1(Λ))+N
1(num)
⊕ Z(F iS ′DiS(V ))→ Z(
′DiS(V ))
dΓ( ′Di−1S (V ))+N1Z(CS2t−i(Λ))
}
↑ p
ker
{
Γ( ′Di−1S (V )) d→ Z(
′DiS(V ))
Z(CS
2t−i(Λ))+Z(F
i
SD
i
S(V ))
}
dΓ( ′Di−2S (V )) +N1Γ( ′Di−1S (V )) ∩ num+ Γ(CS2t−i+1(Λ))
↑ q
Z( ′Di−1S (V ))
dΓ( ′Di−2S (V )) +N1Z( ′Di−1S (V )) + Z(CS2t−i+1(Λ))
where p is obtained by taking d. To obtain φi in (10.3), simply send (C,Ω, R)
in the middle term of (10.4), to (R) in the middle term above.
We sketh an argument for the middle terms of (10.4) and (10.5) above;
the outer terms (and proving exatness) are more straightforward and left to
the reader. First reall that H2nD (X × S,Q(n)) may be omputed as the 2nth
ohomology of the [Deligne homology(= DH)℄ omplex
C•D(X × S,Q(n)) :=
{
Γ(CX×S2(n+t)−• ⊗Q(n))⊕ Γ(F n ′D•X×S)⊕ Γ( ′D•−1X×S)
}
6
Notation: here
′D∗S(V˜ ) denotes V˜ -valued urrents (and so forth), Z(· · · ) is losed se-
tions, and num means numerator. When working with V˜ -valued urrents, the Hodge ltra-
tion is onsious of V˜ , e.g. Fn ′DiS(V˜ ) =
∑
k(F
k
(S)
′DiS) ⊗ (Fn−k(X) V˜ ); whereas in (10.5) V is
treated (as above) as a C-vetor-spae, F i[S]
′DiS(V ) = (F i ′DiS)⊗ V .
The N1's work as follows: let KS , MS be groups of global setions of urrents or hains
on S (inluding diret sums and kernels). Then N1(KS) denotes setions supported on any
odimension 1 D/Q¯ ⊆ S, so that in partiular N1{ker(KS → MS)} = ker{N1(KS) → MS}.
In ontrast, dene N˜1{ker(KS → MS)} := lim−→D/Q¯ im
(
ker{KD˜ →MD˜}
N∗→ KS
)
, where KD˜
and MD˜ are orresponding objets on a normalization of D. (Stritly speaking, sine an
arbitrary D has non-normal rossings, we must atually take D˜ to be the normalization of
the preimage of D under an embedded resolution b : Sˆ → S as in the proof of Prop. 3.2; N
is then the omposition D˜ → Sˆ → S, whih still has image in odimension 1.)
Finally, WSi Γ(· · · ) means setions losed on ηS (i.e., mod N1) suh that the image in
H∗(ηS ,C orQ) lies in Wi.
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of abelian groups, with dierential D(a, b, c) = (−∂a,−d[b], d[c]− b+ δa) and
where C (resp. ′D) denotes C∞ hains (resp. urrents). Multiplying a, b, c by
1
(2π
√−1)n , we may omit the Q(n) twist in the rst ⊕-fator (for omputational
purposes).
Denote by C•D,× the subomplex onsisting of produts of hains (resp. ur-
rents) on S and X (for example, Γ( ′D•−1X×S) is replaed by
∑
j+k=•−1 Γ(
′DjS)⊗
Γ( ′DkX)). The inlusion C•D,× →֒ C•D is a quasi-isomorphism, and C•D,× admits
an obvious ltration L•S on eah term, e.g.
LiSC2nD,× =
{(∑
j≥i
Γ(CS2t−j)⊗ Γ(CXj )
)
⊕
(∑
j≥i
∑
ℓ
Γ(F ℓ ′DjS)⊗ Γ(F n−ℓ ′D2n−jX )
)
⊕
(∑
j≥i
Γ( ′Dj−1S )⊗ Γ( ′D2n−jX )
)}
.
If we set
(10.6) LiSH2nD (X × S,Q(n)) :=
{
ker(D) ⊆ LiSC2nD,×
}
im
{Li−1S C2n−1D,× → C2nD,×} ∩ LiSC2nD,× ,
then Φ(LiSH2nD ) = LiH2nH (X × ηS,Q(n)). (One has = and not just ⊆, be-
ause the maps of graded piees are surjetive.) In words, the Leray ltration
is represented by DH-triples of the form (Li,Li,Li−1) in degree 2n modulo
oboundaries oming from (Li−1,Li−1,Li−2) in degree 2n− 1. Straightforward
(but tedious) arguments with DH-triples then show that the middle term of
(10.4) without the N˜1, is equal to GriLSH
2n
D (X × S,Q(n)).
Now arguing for the normal-rossings ase (replaing ηS by S \ D, D/Q¯ a
NCD), one has an exat sequene (e.g., see [mS℄)
H2nD,X×D(X × S,Q(n)) α→ H2nD (X × S,Q(n)) Φ→ H2nH (X × (S \D),Q(n))→ 0
(where HH is im{HD → HH}). It follows from work of Deligne7 thatH2n−2(X×
D˜) ։ W2nH
2n
X×D(X × S), hene that one may replae α above by H2n−2D (X ×
D˜,Q(n− 1)) α˜→ H2nD (X × S,Q(n)). Sine α˜ and Φ are stritly ompatible with
7
Use the exat sequene WiH
i−1(S \D) Res→ WiHiD(S)→ Hi(S)→WiHi(S \D) together
with Deligne's desription (in [De1, se. 3.2℄) of WiH
i−1(S \ D) and the fat ([De2, Cor.
8.2.8℄) that im{HiD(S)→ Hi(S)} = im{Hi−2(D˜)→ Hi(S)}, to get Hi−2(D˜)։WiHiD(S).
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Leray,
8
one onludes that GriL{H2nH } ∼= oker{GriL(α˜)}. To transfer this result
to the non-NCD ase, assume D(=NCD) is the preimage of D0(=non-NCD)
under an embedded resolution b : S → S0, so that (S \ D) = (S0 \D0). The
surjetive mapH2nD (X×S,Q(n))
bD∗
։ H2nD (X×S0,Q(n)) is then (sine GriLbD∗ are
surjetive) stritly ompatible with Leray and fators Φ; hene GriLH
2n
H (X ×
(S0 \ D0),Q(n)) ∼= Gr
i
LH
2n
D (X×S0,Q(n))
(bD∗ ◦α˜){Gri−1L H2n−2D (X×D˜,Q(n−1))} . Combining this with (10.6)
and taking a limit gives the middle term of (10.4).
Moving on to (10.5), it will sue to show that its middle term without
the N1Γ(· · · ) ∩ num in the denominator, is isomorphi to H iD(S,Λ{i}). The
latter has a standard Deligne-homology presentation as the ith ohomology of
C•D(S,Λ{i}) = Γ(CS2t−•(Λ))⊕ Γ(F iS ′D•S(V ))⊕ Γ( ′D•−1S (V )). Moreover, ker{D :
C iD → C i+1D } ⊆
(10.7)
Z
(
CS2t−i(Λ)
)⊕Z (F iS ′Di(V ))⊕ker{Γ ( ′Di−1S (V ))→ Z( ′Di(V ))Z(CS2t−i(Λ)) + Z(F i ′DiS(V ))
}
sine (for (a, b, c) ∈ C iD) 0 = D(a, b, c) =⇒ ∂a, db = 0 while dc = b − a. If
we projet ker{D : C iD → C i+1D } to the third ⊕-fator of (10.7), then im{D :
C i−1D → C iD} is sent to the subgroup dΓ( ′Di−2S (V )) + Γ(CS2t−i+1(V )); expliitly
for (A,B,C) ∈ C i−1D one has F i(S) ′Di−1S = 0 =⇒ B = 0, and D(A, 0, C) =
(−∂A, 0, dC + A) is sent to dC + A. Hene we get the desired isomorphism.
11. Redued higher AJ-maps
Let LiZn(Xk) denote yles with lass in LiCHn(Xk); we now dene maps
χi : LiZn(Xk)→ H iD(ηS,Λ{i}).
Considering the middle term of (10.5) [∼= H iD(ηS,Λ{i})℄ and the disussion
in §9, one might expet χi(Z) to be presented as a V/Λ-valued dierential
(i− 1)-harater. (Reall this is a funtional on topologial (i− 1)-yles with
a speial property on bounding yles.) Aordingly, here is the initial ad hoc
onstrution of χi:
Take Z ∈ LiZn(Xk) with any (xed) hoie of omplete spread ζ¯ ,and let
D ⊂ S (dened /Q¯, odim. 1) be suh that the restrition of ζ¯ to X × (S \D)
has relative dimension 0 (over S \ D). Now pik any C ∈ Ztopi−1(S \ D). Sine
Z ∈ Li, [ζ ]i−1 = 0 ∈ HomQ
(
H i−1(ηS,Q), Hi−1(X,Q)
)
. Therefore ρX(ρ
−1
S (C))
8
i.e., for the obvious L•
D˜
on H2n−2D (X × D˜,Q(n− 1)) one an show α˜(Li−2D˜ ) = LiS ∩ im(α˜)
(e.g., by arguing expliitly with DH-triples). We have already noted this property for Φ.
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has trivial lass in Hi−1(X,Q), and so may be written ∂ΓC (for ΓC ∈ Ctopi (X)
dened up to an i-yle). If {ωℓ} ⊆ Ωi(X) is a basis for F iH i(X,C) then the
membrane integrals
(11.1) χi(Z)C :=
{∫
ΓC
ωℓ
}
give a value in V/Λ. If C hom≡ 0 on S, then there exists K ∈ Ctopi (S) suh that
C = ∂K and X × K intersets ζ¯ properly (i.e. in the right real odimension).
Again modulo i-yles on X , ΓC = ρX(ρ
−1
S (K)) and so
(11.2) χi(Z)∂K modΛ≡
{∫
K
ρS ∗ρX ∗ωℓ
}
amounts to integrals of holomorphi i-forms (or one V -valued holomorphi i-
form) over K. So (11.1) denes a dierential harater.
To produe a lass in H iD(ηS,Λ{i}) from this, we need a orresponding V -
valued (i − 1)-urrent R, with ∫C R modΛ≡ χi(Z)C; that is, one urrent for eah
ωℓ. There are in fat many possible hoies of R, but (as we will show) their
dierenes lie in the denominator of the middle term of (10.5). We sketh one
expliit onstrution (of an R) here, and another (for X a produt of urves)
in §14 whih resembles the regulator urrents of §§8− 9 more losely.
Let {γk}, {γ∗k} be dual bases for H2t−i(S,Q) and Hi(S,Q) (resp.) and {σm}
be a basis for H2t−i+1(S,Q) [∼= Hi−1(S,Q)∨]. (The γ's and σ's are all topo-
logial yles.) For some αkℓ ∈ C,
[∑
αkℓγ
k
]
= [ρS∗ρX∗ωℓ] ∈ H i(S,C); and so
there exist R0ℓ ∈ Γ( ′Di−1S ) with d[R0ℓ ] = ρS∗ρX∗ωℓ −
∑
k α
k
ℓ δγk . Colleting these
together, and writing [ωℓ]
∨ ∈ V for the funtional evaluating (for eah m) to
δℓm on [ωm], R
0 := {R0ℓ} =
∑
ℓR
0
ℓ ⊗ [ωℓ]∨ ∈ Γ( ′Di−1S (V )) has
d[R0] = {ρS∗ρX∗ωℓ} − {
∑
k
αkℓ δγk}
=
∑
ℓ
(ρS∗ρX∗ωℓ)⊗ [ωℓ]∨ −
∑
k
γk ⊗ (
∑
ℓ
αkℓ [ωℓ]
∨) =: Ω0 − C0.
Sine αkℓ =
∫
γ∗k
ρS∗ρX∗ωℓ =
∫
ρX(ρ
−1
S (γ
∗
k))
ωℓ,∑
ℓ
αkℓ [ωℓ]
∨ =
∫
ρX(ρ
−1
S (γ
∗
k))
(·) ∈ im{Hi(X,Q)→ F iH i(X,C)∨} = Λ.
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Therefore C
0 ∈ Z(CS2t−i(Λ)), and R0 has the property
∫
C=∂KR
0 modΛ≡ ∫K Ω0.
However, if C is not a boundary the value ∫C R0 needs orreting (in order to
be ≡ χi(Z)C); an ad ho modiation R = R0 + {
∑
m β
m
ℓ δσm} (βmℓ ∈ C) of the
urrent R0 does the trik (for all C). Clearly d[R] = Ω0 − C0 ∈ Z(CS2t−i(Λ)) +
Z(F iS
′DiS(V )), so R gives a lass in the middle term of (10.5).
To hek well-denedness, let R′ be another (i − 1)-urrent in
ker
{
Γ( ′Di−1S (V ))→ Z(
′DiS(V )
Z(CS
2t−i(Λ)+Z(F
i
S
′DiS(V ))
}
, writing dR′ = Ω′0 − C′0; and as-
sume that
∫
C R
′ modΛ≡ ∫C R (a fortiori ∫∂KR′ modΛ≡ ∫K Ω0) for all C ∈ Ztopi−1(S \D)
(resp. admissible K ∈ Ctopi (S)). By a ∂¯-regularity lemma from Hodge the-
ory, a d-losed urrent of pure type (i, 0) is in fat a holomorphi form; hene
Ω0, Ω
′
0 ∈ Ωi(S) ⊗ V . But 0
modΛ≡ ∫
∂K(R − R′) =
∫
K d[R − R′] =
∫
K{(Ω0 −
Ω′0) − (C0 − C′0)} is then inompatible with the fat that ontinuous defor-
mations of K should ontinuously hange the value of ∫K(Ω0 − Ω′0), unless
Ω0 − Ω′0 = 0. Hene C0 − C′0 = d[R − R′], and must be d of some C1 ∈
Γ(CS2t−i+1(Λ)). This makes R−R′−C1 d-losed on S a fortiori on S \D, where∫
C R−R′−C1
modΛ≡ ∫C R−R′ modΛ≡ 0 shows its lass is Λ-integral, thus shared
with some C2 ∈ Γ(CS2t−i+1(Λ)) (with ∂C2 supported on D). We have therefore
that {R−R′−(C1+C2)} ∈ {dΓ( ′Di−2S (V ))+N1Γ( ′Di−1S (V ))}, and so R−R′ ∈
denominator of (10.5)'s middle term.
We emphasize an important point: that H iD(ηS,Λ{i}) an be put into 1 −
1 orrespondene with [the limit over D of℄ a ertain lass of (V/Λ-valued)
funtionals
9
on topologial (i− 1)-hains on S \D.
Now that we have a well-dened lass χi(Z) = R ∈ H iD(ηS,Λ{i}), set
[ζ ]i := p(χi(Z)).
This is essentially d[R] (in the last term of (10.5)), whose image under
ker
{
H i(ηS,Λ)⊕ F iH i(ηS, V )→ H i(ηS, V )
} →֒ F iH i(ηS, V ) is just Ω0, i.e.∑
ℓ
[ωℓ]
∨ ⊗ [ρS∗ρX∗ωℓ] ∈ HomC
(
F iH i(X,C), F iH i(ηS,C)
)
.
If [ζ ]i vanishes then (∀ℓ) [ρS∗ρX∗ωℓ] = 0 ∈ F iH i(ηS,C) =⇒ the forms
ρS∗ρX∗ωℓ are identially zero. For C = ∂K, (11.2) now beomes χi(Z)∂K ≡ 0
(mod Λ) and χi(Z) gives a V/Λ-valued funtional on homology classes, i.e.
an element of H i−1(ηS, V/Λ). On the level of the exat sequene (10.5), Ω0 =
9
namely, those that evaluate (mod Λ) on all ∂K to ∫
K
Ω for some xed Ω ∈ Ωi(S) ⊗ V .
These are dierent from those enountered in §9 sine here (a) K need not avoid D and (b)
Ω annot have poles along D.
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0 =⇒ −d[R] = C0 =⇒ [C0] = 0 ∈ H i(ηS,Λ) =⇒ C0 has a primitive
K
0 ∈ Γ(CS2t−i+1(Λ)). We may modify R 7→ R + K0 =: R˜ (for free) to get
R˜ ∈ Z( ′Di−1S (V )); this slides bak along q to give a lass in H i−1(ηS, V/Λ). Of
ourse, R˜ and R do not yield distint dierential haraters; R˜ is just the right
hoie of urrent.
So if [ζ ]i = 0, dene [AJζ ]i−1 by
q[AJζ ]i−1 = χi(Z) ;
and use either approah above to ompute it.
Remark 11.1. In some situations it may be easier to show [ζ ]i = 0 than [ζ ]i = 0
(equivalent only if GHC holds). However, for i > t = dimS one already knows
[ζ ]i = 0  a Lefshetz argument as in §3 shows H i(ηS,Q) = 0.
We now say how all this relates to the invariants of Part 1: the present
invariants are quotients of them. For instane, in ase [ζ¯] = 0 (so that
[AJ(ζ)]i−1 is omputed by
∫
∂−1ζ¯
(·)) for Z ∈ LiCH0, one an easily hek the
following (see [Ke4, se. 4.3℄): write H∗(Srel) := oim{H∗(Srel) → H∗(S)} ∼=
lim←−D im{H
∗(S,D) → H∗(S)}; then restriting funtionals via
{F t+1(H2t−i+1(S,C)⊗H i(X,C))}∨ ։ {H2t−i+1(Srel,C)⊗F iH i(X,C)}∨ indues
a (well-dened) map Gri−1L J
n(X × ηS)։ HomQ(H i−1(ηS,Q), Ω
i(X)∨
im{Hi(X,Q)}) send-
ing [AJ(ζ)]i−1 7→ [AJ(ζ)]i−1. However, we need a stronger result for §§13− 14,
where ζ¯
hom≡ 0 annot neessarily be arranged. Most importantly, we want χi to
be well-dened on GriLCH
n(Xk) (i.e., modulo
rat≡ and Li+1); and proving this
requires preisely the haraterization (10.6). Here, then, is what one an say:
Proposition 11.2. On LiZn(Xk), φi ◦Ψi = χi.
Corollary 11.3. (i) χi kills Li+1Zn and yles rat≡ 0, i.e. is dened on GriLCHn(Xk).
(ii) [ζ ]i =
′φi([ζ ]i), and if [ζ ]i (not [ζ ]i) vanishes (so that [AJζ ]i−1 is dened),
then [AJζ ]i−1 = ′′φi−1([AJζ ]i−1).
(iii) If either [ζ ]i or [AJζ ]i−1 is nonzero, then 〈Z〉 /∈ Li+1CHn(Xk). In
partiular, Z
rat
/≡ 0.
Proof. (of Proposition) Given Z ∈ LiZn(Xk), let ζ¯ be any hoie of omplete
spread; this has Deligne lass cD(ζ¯) = (ζ¯ , δζ¯ , 0) in
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(11.3)
H2nD (X×S,Q(n)) ∼=
ker
{
Z(CX×S2t ⊗Q(n))⊕ Z(F n ′D2nX×S)⊕ Γ( ′D2n−1X×S ) D→ Z( ′D2nX×S)
}
im
{
Γ(CX×S2t+1 ⊗Q(n))⊕ Γ(F n ′D2n−1X×S )⊕ Γ( ′D2n−2X×S ) D→ num
} ,
where D(A,B,C) = (−∂A,−d[B], d[C]− B + δA) [δA = delta-funtion urrent
via integration along A℄. This cD(ζ¯) maps to cH(ζ) ∈ LiH2nH (X × ηS,Q(n))
under Φ. Sine Φ(LiSH2nD ) = LiH2nH and ker(Φ) = lim−→D{imH
2n
D,X×D(X ×
S,Q(n))} [limit over divisors D/Q¯ ⊆ S℄, we an modify cD(ζ¯) by a D-losed
triple (Ntop, NF , NK) supported on some X ×D, to get a lass in LiSH2nD (with
the same Φ-image). This means that we an add a D-oboundary (triple) to the
modied lass, to get a triple (C,Ω,R) in the numerator of (10.6) (i.e. C,Ω ∈ LiS,
R ∈ Li−1S , and all three Künneth-deomposed). Expliitly,
(11.4)
D(Ξtop,ΞF ,K) + (ζ¯ , δζ¯ , 0) + (Ntop, NF , NK) =∑
j≥i
(∑
k CS,k2t−j × CX,kj ,
∑
ℓ Ω
j
S,ℓ ∧ Ω2n−jX,ℓ ,
∑
mR
j−1
S,m ∧ R2n−jX,m
)
=: (C,Ω,R).
(where k, ℓ, m are dummy indies and the others indiate degree). We may
assume that the CS,k∗ , CX,k∗ resp. Ω∗S,ℓ, Ω∗X,ℓ are ∂- resp. d-losed, and onse-
quently that the R2n−iX,m 's (but not all R
∗
X,m's) are also d-losed. Hene, writing
[·] for (o)homology lass on X ,(∑
k
CS,k2t−i ⊗ [CX,ki ],
∑
ℓ
ΩiS,ℓ ⊗ [Ω2n−iX,ℓ ],
∑
m
Ri−1S,m ⊗ [R2n−iX,m ]
)
gives a lass in the middle term of (10.4), and this is Ψi(Z).
Next, φi sends this to the lass of
∑
mR
i−1
S,m ⊗ [R2n−iX,m ] ∈ Γ(S, ′Di−1S (V )) in
the middle term of (10.5). (Here the bar indiates the quotient H2n−i(X,C) =
V˜ ։ V = {F iH i(X,C)}∨.) We must hek that this φi(Ψi(Z)) gives the
same V/Λ-valued dierential harater as χi(Z) by integrating it over topo-
logial (i − 1)-yles C ∈ Ztopi−1(S \ D). Let {ωℓ} ⊆ Ωi(X) be a basis. Sine(∑
j≥i+1
∑
mR
j−1
S,m ∧ R2n−jX,m
)
∧ π∗Xωℓ integrates to 0 on C ×X (by degree), this
amounts to heking that the vetors
{∫
C×X R ∧ π∗Xωℓ
}
and χi(Z)C are (for
eah suh C) equal in V/Λ. It is thus more than suient to show for any ω ∈
Ωi(X) and C ∈ Ztopi−1(S \D), that
∫
C×X R∧π∗Xω =
∫
Γ
ω where ∂Γ = ρX(ρ
−1
S (C)).
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From (11.4), R = dK − ΞF + δΞtop + NK. Sine ΞF ∈ Γ(F n ′D2n−1X×S ) and
π∗Xω ∈ Γ(F iΩiX×S), ΞF ∧π∗Xω has less than n−1 dz¯'s and so πS∗ (whih involves
berwise integration along X) kills it. Hene,
∫
C×X ΞF ∧ π∗Xω =
∫
C πS∗{ΞF ∧
π∗Xω} = 0. Next, C × X does not interset the support (in D × X) of NK, so∫
C×X NK ∧ π∗Xω = 0; and
∫
C×X dK ∧ π∗Xω =
∫
C×X d{K ∧ π∗Xω} = 0 sine ω is
losed. We have therefore∫
C×X
R ∧ π∗Xω =
∫
(C×X)∩Ξtop
π∗Xω =
∫
πX{(C×X)∩Ξtop}
ω.
Now from (11.4) again, ∂Ξtop = ζ¯ +Ntop−
∑
j≥i
∑
k CS,k2t−j ×CX,kj ; learly Ntop ∩
(C × X) = 0 and the same may be assumed for ∑j≥i(· · · ) ∩ (C × X) also
(by degree on S). Hene, ∂πX{(C × X) ∩ Ξtop} = πX{(C × X) ∩ ∂Ξtop} =
πX{(C ×X) ∩ ζ¯} = ρX(ρ−1S (C)). 
Remark 11.4. The reader familiar with the work of S. Saito (e.g., [sS℄) may ex-
pet that the [ζ ]i identify with so-alled Mumford invariants (speialized to the
ase where X is dened /Q¯). A version of these omes from ltering the image
of the dlog yle-lass map CHn(Xk) → Hn(Xk,ΩnXk/Q¯)[⊗C]. (Note that [EP℄
dened similar invariants. Stritly speaking, Saito's target is Hn(X,Ω•≥n
Xk/Q¯
).)
Writing GriLΩ
n
Xk/Q¯
:= Ωi
k/Q¯
⊗ Ωn−iXk/k, one denes a spetral sequene E
i,j
1 =
H i+j(Xk, Gr
i
LΩ
n
Xk/Q¯
) =⇒ H i+j(Xk,ΩnXk/Q¯). Sine d1 is just the (graded)
arithmeti Gauss-Manin onnetion ∇¯, GriLHn(Xk,ΩnXk/Q¯) = Ei,n−i∞ = E
i,n−i
2 is
the middle ohomology of the omplex
→ Ωi−1
k/Q¯
⊗Hn−1(Ωn−i+1Xk/k )
∇¯→ Ωik/Q¯ ⊗Hn(Ωn−iXk/k)
∇¯→ Ωi+1
k/Q¯
⊗Hn+1(Ωn−i−1Xk/k )→ .
For us Xk = XQ¯⊗k, so ∇¯ = 0 and that ohomology is simply Ωik/Q¯⊗Hn(Ωn−iXk/k);
tensored with C, this beomes Ωi
k/Q¯
⊗ Grn−iF H2n−i(X(an)C ,C) by GAGA. For
Z ∈ LiCHn(Xk), the resulting invariant is just the image of [ζ ]i under the
omposition
F iH i(ηS, V ) ∩H i(ηS,Λ) →֒ F iH i(S(an),C)⊗ V ∼= H0(ΩiS/Q¯)⊗ V →֒ Ωik/Q¯ ⊗ V,
where the last map is given by evaluation at the very general point s0 ∈ S(C).
12. Finer invariants: [AJ(ζ)]tr1 and oniveau
Reall from §4 that when [ζ¯] vanishes, [AJζ ]i−1 (for any i) is omputed by
Griths' presription
∫
∂−1ζ¯
(·), restrited to give a funtional on
F t+1{H2t−i+1(Srel,C)⊗H i(X,C)} [⊆ F t+1{H2t−i+1(S,C)⊗H i(X,C)}℄. (This
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funtion identies with an element ofH2n−1C
/
F nH2n−1C in the notation of (10.2)).
In an ideal world (where the Hodge onjeture is a theorem), this ompletely
desribes [AJζ ]n−1 in partiular (or [AJζ ]t if t < n−1), sine [ζ ]0 thru [ζ ]n must
be zero ( =⇒ [ζ ] = 0 HC=⇒ [ζ¯] = 0) for it to be dened. What we lak, is a
preise desription of Gri−1L J
n(X×ηS), and towards some [AJζ ]1 omputations
in §§15− 17 we now remedy this for i = 2.
Speializing the notation of §10 to i = 2, H2n−1Q = H1(ηS,Q)⊗H2n−2(X,Q)
and H2n−1Q = W2n−1H
2n−1
Q ; also note that W2nH
2n−1
Q = H
2n−1
Q . Aording to
(10.2),
Gr1LJ
n(X×ηS) =
Ext1
MHS
(Q, H2n−1Q (n))
im
{
Hom
MHS
(Q,
H2n−1
Q
H2n−1
Q
(n))
} = Ext1MHS(Q, H2n−1Q (n)){
H2n−1Q ∩ F nH2n−1C
} ∩H2n−1C .
It is the denominator that we want to better ompute, namely the image of
(12.1) Hom
MHS
(
Q(−n), GrW2 H1(ηS,Q)⊗H2n−2(X,Q)
)
.
SineGrW2 H
1(ηS,Q) is of pure type (1, 1), reallingHg
n−1(X) = H2n−2(X,Q)∩
F n−1H2n−2(X,C) = Hom
MHS
(Q(−n+1), H2n−2(X,Q)) we have that (12.1) ∼=
(12.2) Hom
MHS
(
Q(−n), GrW2 H1(ηS,Q)⊗Hgn−1(X)
)
.
Using now purity of Hgn−1(X), we easily see that the image of (12.2) [hene
(12.1)℄ in Ext1
MHS
is the same as the image of
(12.3)
({
F 1[W2]H
1(ηS,C) + [W2]H
1(ηS,Q)
} ∩H1(ηS,C))⊗Hgn−1(X).
Sine dim(X) = n, the (dualized) Lefshetz (1, 1) theorem allows us to re-
plae Hgn−1(X) by H2n−2alg (X,Q); similarly Hg
1(X) = H2alg(X,Q) and we write
H2tr(X,Q) and H
2n−2
tr (X,Q) (resp.) for their orthogonal omplements under the
up produt. Of ourse ∪ makes H2alg and H2n−2alg , hene H2tr and H2n−2tr , duals.
Now in H2n−1C
/
F nH2n−1C ∼={
F tH2t−1(Srel,C)⊗ F 1H2(X,C) + [F t−1]H2t−1(Srel,C)⊗ F 2H2(X,C)
}∨
,
the image of (12.3) may be seen as funtionals arising from integrals over
{(2t− 1)-hains bounding on divisors dened /Q¯ ⊂ S} × {urves on X}.
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However for our purposes it will be aeptable to quotient out by H1(ηS,C)⊗
H2n−2alg (X,C) (whih ontains (12.3)). WritingH
2n−1
Q, tr = H
1(ηS,Q)⊗H2n−2tr (X,Q)
and so on, set(
Gr1LJ
n(X × ηS)
)
tr
:=
Gr1LJ
n(X × ηS)
H1(ηS)⊗H2n−2alg (X)
∼= H
2n−1
C, tr
H2n−1C, tr + F nH
2n−1
C, tr
(12.4)
∼=
{
F tH2t−1(Srel,C)⊗ F 1H2tr(X,C) +H2t−1(Srel,C)⊗ F 2H2(X,C)
}∨
im
{
H2t−1(Srel,Q)⊗H tr2 (X,Q)
}
whereH tr2 (X,Q) is Poinaré duals ofH
2n−2
tr (X,Q) andH∗(Srel,Q) := im{H∗(S)→
H∗(Srel)}. This is a muh less drasti quotient than
H1(ηS, V/Λ) ∼=
{
H2t−1(Srel,C)⊗ F 2H2(X,C)
}∨ /
im
{
H2t−1(Srel,Q)⊗H tr2 (X,Q)
}
.
We write [AJ(ζ)]tr1 for the (projeted) image of [AJ(ζ)]1 in (12.4).
In the event that t (= dimS) = 1 , H1(Srel) = oim{H1(Srel) → H1(S)} ∼=
H1(S) and (12.4) simplies to(
Gr1LJ
n(X × ηS)
)
tr
=
{F 1H1(S,C)⊗ F 1H2tr(X,C) + H1(S,C)⊗ F 2H2(X,C)}∨
im {H1(S,Q)⊗H tr2 (X,Q)}
(12.5) =
{
H1,0(S,C)⊗H1,1tr (X,C)⊕H1(S,C)⊗H2,0(X,C)
}∨
periods
.
Again, [AJ(ζ)]tr1 ∈ (12.5) is the image of [AJ(ζ)]1 (whih in this ase = Ψ2(Z)
sine Gr2LHg
n(X × ηS) = {0} for t = 1). Note that the Q-dimension of the
period lattie equals the R-dimension of the numerator.
We summarize the piture for i > 2. Write F n−i+1h H
2n−i(X,Q) for the largest
sub-Hodge-struture ofH2n−i(X,Q) ontained inH2n−i(X,Q)∩F n−i+1H2n−i(X,C),
and F n−i+1h H
2n−i(X,C) for its omplexiation. The analogue of (12.1) is then
Hom
MHS
(
Q(−n), GrWi H i−1(ηS,Q)⊗H2n−i(X,Q)
) ∼=
(12.6) Hom
MHS
(
[GrW2t−iH
2t−i+1(Srel,Q)]⊗Q(t− n), H2n−i(X,Q)
)
.
Sine F iH i−1(ηS,C) = {0}, dually H2t−i+1(Srel,C) = F t−i+1H2t−i+1(Srel,C);
hene piking any θ ∈ (12.6), im(θ) ⊆ F n−i+1h H2n−i(X,Q). It follows that
(12.6) ∼=
Hom
MHS
(
[GrW2t−iH
2t−i+1(Srel,Q)]⊗Q(t− n), F n−i+1h H2n−i(X,Q)
) ∼=
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(12.7) Hom
MHS
(
Q(−n), GrWi H i−1(ηS,Q)⊗ F n−i+1h H2n−i(X,Q)
)
,
the analogue of (12.2). WritingHQ := WiH i−1(ηS,Q)⊗F n−i+1h H2n−i(X,Q), the
image of (12.7) [hene (12.6)℄ in Ext1
MHS
(Q(−n), H i−1(ηS,Q) ⊗ H2n−i(X,Q))
is then given by
{F nHC +HQ} ∩ H i−1(ηS,Q)⊗ F n−i+1h H2n−i(X,Q)
(ompare to (12.3)), and so im{Hom} will be absorbed if we quotientGri−1L Jn(X×
ηS) by H
i−1(ηS,C)⊗F n−i+1h H2n−i(X,C). It is a very important point, that this
is usually (substantially) smaller than the H i−1(ηS,C)⊗F n−i+1H2n−i(X,C) by
whih we quotiented in §10 (to get H i−1(ηS, V/Λ)). In fat, provided GHC
holds, it is preisely H i−1(ηS,C) ⊗ Nn−i+1H2n−i(X,C); while [hard Lefshetz
=⇒ ℄ H2n−i(X,C) = Nn−iH2n−i(X,C).
Writing Grn−iNXH
2n−1
Q := H
i−1(ηS,Q)⊗ Nn−iNn−i+1H2n−i(X,C), GHC =⇒ ∃ of a
quotient
(12.8)
(
Gri−1L J
n(X × ηS)
)
N
:=
Grn−iNXH
2n−1
C
Grn−iNXH
2n−1
Q + F
n
(num)
ofGri−1L J
n(X×ηS). This is one way to understand the notion thatGriLCHn(Xk)
should be ontrolled by Grn−iN H
2n−i(X).
Part 4. Appliations to produts of urves
13. General observations
We now speialize to X = C1 × · · · × Cn, where Cj are smooth projetive
urves (of positive genus) dened /Q¯, with xed base points o ∈ Cj(Q¯).
Two observations are in order.
The rst is that the produt struture is reeted in the Leray ltration on
CHn(Xk). As in §7 one uses the n!i!(n−i)! projetions (one for eah σ ∈ Sni )
πσ : X −→ Cσ(1) × · · · × Cσ(i) =: Xσ
to produts of i urves, to indue isomorphisms
H i(X,Q)
⊕σ(πσ)∗
←−
∼=
⊕σ H i(Xσ,Q)
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H2n−i(X,Q)
⊕σ(πσ)∗
−→
∼=
⊕σ H i(Xσ,Q)
and (using funtoriality and the formulas for the Gr∗LH
∗
H) a diagram
LiCHn(Xk) ⊕(πσ)∗ ✲ ⊕σLiCH i(Xσik )
GriLH
2n
H (X × ηS,Q(n))
Ψi(n)
❄ ∼=✲ ⊕σGriLH2iH(Xσ × ηS,Q(i)).
⊕Ψi(i)
❄
Setting (for 0 ≤ i ≤ n)
F i+1× CH
n(Xk) := ker
{⊕σ∈Sni (πσ)∗} ⊆ CHn(Xk)
(so F n+1× CH
n = {0}), one has from this diagram
F i×CH
n(Xk) ⊆ LiCHn(Xk)
and equality if BBC
q
holds (or without BBC
q
for i ≤ 2), sine the Ψi(i) are
injetive in that ase. Here the Li are dened, as usual, via kernels of suessive
Ψi.
In partiular, we shall onentrate on
F n×CH
n(Xk) :=
{
0-yles whose projetions to
produts of n− 1 urves, are rat≡ 0
}/
rat≡ ,
whih obviously ontains all n-box yles
Z = B(p1, . . . , pn) := ((p1)− (o))× · · · × ((pn)− (o))
where pj ∈ Cj(k). We note that χn is (well-)dened on F n×CHn(Xk) sine it is
already dened on Ln by Corollary 11.3 (more generally, χi is dened on F i×).
Remark. The above n-box yles /k do not neessarily generate
F n×CH
n(Xk); the latter also ontains ertain sums of n-box yles with pj ∈
Cj(L), L/k algebraic, whih are essentially norms (relative to k) of n-box
yles in F n×CH
n(XL). (We ould ignore this possibility in Part 2 beause of
the existene of a norm KMn (L) → KMn (k): suh yles ould be replaed by
ones with oordinates ∈ k.) If k was algebraially losed then of ourse this
problem would disappear, but we have restrited in this paper to k/Q¯ nitely
generated (in order to have S available; one may then deal with k¯ via a limit).
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The seond observation is this: when Z /{k ∼= Q(S)} is an n-box we an
expliitly ompute χn(Z) as a V/Λ-valued (n−1)-urrent R on S. This seems
partiularly intriguing when the spread ζ0 of the leading orner (p1, . . . , pn) of
Z, projets to a nontrivial orrespondene πX(ζ0) ⊆ C1 × · · · × Cn.
The idea is to extend the homotopy tehnique desribed in §8 for (C∗)n, to
C1 × · · · × Cn by using the fat that eah Cj an be ut into a fundamental
domain Dj. One then lifts the n-box graph ζ = B(ζ0) to (D1 × · · · ×Dn)× S
and suessively ontrats Dj-fators (to o, in a sense that will be lear to
readers of [Ke1℄). The lift traes out a (2t+ 1)-hain Γζ ⊆ S ×X bounding on
ζ and {topologial (2t − n)-yles on S} × {topologial n-yles on X}. The
funtion of this hain is essentially to standardize the membranes ΓC used (see
(11.1)) in onstruting the dierential harater χn, or alternatively the hoie
of urrent R ∈ Γ( ′Dn−1S (V )) representing it. (We are ertainly not laiming
that the topologial (2t− n)-yles lie in any divisor D ⊆ S.)
Speially, the urrents we write down in §14 (without further proof) will
orrespond essentially to ΓC := πX{(X ×C)∩ Γζ}. They will give lasses in the
middle term of (10.5), whih is to say d[R] will be (i) a Λ-valued (2t− n)-yle
plus (ii) a V -valued holomorphi urrent [or form℄. Either (i) or (ii) an be
onsidered to represent [ζ ]n, but we shall write [ζ ]n for (ii), and moreover χn(Z)
in lieu of R. So
d[χn(Z)] = [ζ ]n + Tζ
now expresses the fat that χn(Z) is a dierential harater.
When [ζ ]n = 0 we instead write [AJζ ]n−1 for R, so that
d[AJζ ]n−1 = Tζ.
It is unneessary to orret R's disrepany from losedness here, sine inte-
grating it over topologial yles(⊗Q) already gives a ohomology lass:
[AJζ ]n−1 ∈ Hom
(
Hn−1(ηS,Q),
{F nHn(X,C)}∨
im{Hn(X,Q)}
)
∼= Hn−1(ηS, V/Λ).
Reall that Hn−1(ηS,Q) means yles whih may be moved to avoid any D/Q¯.
We just note that if S is a urve, then H1(ηS,Q)
∼= H1(S,Q), while if S is a
surfae then H2(ηS,Q)
∼= H tr2 (S,Q).
Before embarking on omputations, we indiate how to see Mumford's the-
orem easily using [ζ ]n, provided one believes Proposition (3.2). We only do
X = C1 ×C2 (i.e., n = 2), and leave the generalization to the reader. To prove
no πN surjets, it is enough to show
BN : S(N)(C1 × C2) −→ L2CH2(XC)
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SymN ((p1, q1), . . . , (pN , qN )) 7−→
N∑
j=1
B(pj, qj)
is surjetive for no N .10
We do this by produing (for any N) a yle in im(BN+1) \ im(BN). Take
p1, . . . , pN+1 ∈ C1 and q1, . . . , qN+1 ∈ C2 to be algebraially independent gen-
eral points, in the sense that Q¯
(
(C1 × C2)×(N+1)
) ∼= Q¯(p1, q1, . . . , pN+1, qN+1) =:
k (so trdeg(k/Q¯) = 2N + 2); set ZN+1 :=
∑N+1
j=1 B(pj, qj).
Reall that V = H0(Ω2X)
∨
. Write {ωℓ} ∈ H0(Ω2X) for a basis, and πj : S =
(C1 × C2)×(N+1) → C1 × C2 for projetion to the jth fator. Clearly one may
take ζ¯N+1 :=
∑N+1
j=1 (idX × πj)∗∆X ∈ Z2((C1 × C2)×(N+2)); and so
[ζN+1]2 =
N+1∑
j=1
(∑
ℓ
[ωℓ]
∨ ⊗ π∗jωℓ
)
=
∑
ℓ
[ωℓ]
∨ ⊗
(
N+1∑
j=1
π∗jωℓ
)
gives a nondegenerate, anti-symmetri bilinear form θ1S, s0 × θ1S, s0 → V (where
θ1S, s0 denotes the holomorphi tangent spae). More preisely, writing J =(
0 −1
1 0
)
, its matrix is proportional (by a vetor ∈ V ) to
 J 0.
.
.
0 J
 ,
whih has nonzero determinant.
Now any ZN ∈ im(BN) is dened over a eld k0 with trdeg(k0/Q¯) ≤ 2N . Set
Z = ZN+1 − ZN ; we must show that [ζ ]2 6= 0.
Consider the simplest ase k0 ⊂ k, so that S
π0
։ S0 and [ζ ]2 = [ζN+1]2−π∗0 [ζN ]2.
Sine dim(S0) < 2N + 2, it is impossible for π
∗
0 of a holomorphi 2-form S0 to
be nondegenerate on S, and so [ζN+1]2 6= π∗0[ζN ]2 as desired.
More generally ζ lives on X × ηS′, where S
π
և S ′
π0
։ S0 (with dimS
′ =: T ),
and ζ = π∗ζN+1 − π∗0ζN . One easily shows the existene of a subspae of θ1S′, s′
0
of dimension at least T − N , on whih π∗0[ζN ]2 restrits to the zero form. The
maximum dimension of suh a subspae for π∗[ζN+1]2 is T − N − 1. So [ζ ]2 =
π∗[ζN+1]2 − π∗0[ζN ]2 6= 0 and Mumford is proved.
Remark. It would not have done, to merely exhibit innitely many linearly
independent [ζ ]2-lasses. this only establishes that L2CH2(XC) ontains an∞-
dimensional Q-vetor-spae, whih is not at all Mumford's theorem (see the
warning in Remark 8.2(ii)). So this is why we needed the Prop. (3.2).
10
or equivalently: for no N is im(BN ) losed under addition. The smallest subgroup of
L2CH2(XC) ontaining im(BN) (for any N ≥ 1), after all, is all of L2CH2(XC).
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14. Formulas for the redued invariants
We now produe the urrents representing χn(Z), beginning with n = 3 (from
whih the general ase will be lear). We then turn to n = 2 and perform a
omputation.
Let p, q, r be points in the respetive Ci(k) [i = 1, 2, 3℄, and onsider the
3-box yle Z = B(p, q, r) =
(p, q, r)− (o, q, r)− (p, o, r)− (p, q, o) + (o, o, r) + (o, q, o) + (p, o, o)− (o, o, o)
in Z3 ((C1 × C2 × C3)k) with lass 〈Z〉 ∈ L3CH3 ((C1 × C2 × C3)k) . As usual
we write ζ ∈ Z3 ((X × ηS)Q¯) for its Q¯-spread, where X = C1 × C2 × C3 and
Q¯(S) ∼= k.
Let αj=1,...,2gii (with gi the genus) be topologial yles on Ci spanningH1(Ci,Q)
and all based at o. We take αˆji to be a dual basis of markings avoiding o, and
based at another point whih the αji avoid. Things are set up as usual so that
[αˆji ] = [α
j±gi
i ] (but αˆ
j
i 6= αj±gii ), and αj1i ∩ αˆj2i is empty unless j1 = j2 (and then
it is a point). The interior of our fundamental domain (with enter at o) is
then given by Ci \ ∪jαˆji , and we denote its losure by Di.
The forms {ωk=1,...,gii } ∈ Ω1(Ci) integrate to give funtions zki on Di whih
are zero at o. They may be viewed as disontinuous, omplex-valued funtions
on Ci with uts at the markings, i.e. as 0-urrents like log z on C
∗
, so that
d[zki ] = ω
k
i −
2gi∑
j=1
ωki (α
j
i ) · δαˆji
where ω(α) :=
∫
α
ω. Now the spreads of the points p, q, r give maps si : S →
Ci, and by omposition with the z
k
i , zero-urrents f
k
i := z
k
i ◦ si ∈ ′D0(S), or
funtions on S with branh uts T ji = s
−1
i (αˆ
j
i ). We have
d[fki ] = df
k
i −
2gi∑
j=1
ωki (α
j
i ) · δT ji
where dfki := s
∗
iω
k
i . (This is of ourse the analogue of the formula d[log f ] =
dlogf − 2πi · δTf .)
Realling V := (F 3H3(X,C))
∨ ∼= (Ω1(C1)⊗ Ω1(C2)⊗ Ω1(C3))∨ and Λ =
im{H3(X,Q)} ⊂ V , the V [/Λ]-valued 2-urrent representing χ3(Z) is
(14.1)∑
k1,k2,k3
[ωk11 ∧ ωk22 ∧ ωk33 ]∨ ⊗
(
fk11 df
k2
2 ∧ dfk33 +
∑2g1
j1=1
(ωk11 (α
j1
1 ))f
k2
2 df
k3
3 · δT j1
1
+
∑
j1,j2
(ωk11 (α
j1
1 ))(ω
k2
2 (α
k2
2 ))f
k3
3 · δT j1
1
∩T j2
2
)
.
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(An analogy to the Milnor regulator urrent log f1dlogf2∧dlogf3+2πi log f2dlogf3·
δTf1−4π2 log f3·δTf1∩Tf2 , where fj ∈ Q¯(S) are viewed as funtions from ηS → C∗,
is implied here.) Notie that d of this urrent is the Λ-valued 3-hain
Tζ :=
∑
k1,k2,k3
[ωk11 ∧ωk22 ∧ωk33 ]∨⊗
( ∑
j1,j2,j3
(ωk11 (α
j1
1 ))(ω
k2
2 (α
j2
2 ))(ω
k3
3 (α
j3
3 )) · δT j1
1
∩T j2
2
∩T j3
3
)
=
∑
j1,j2,j3
(∫
α
j1
1
×αj2
2
×αj3
3
(·)
)
· δ
T
j1
1
∩T j2
2
∩T j3
3
plus the holomorphi (V -valued) 3-form
[ζ ]3 =
∑
k1,k2,k3
[ωk11 ∧ ωk22 ∧ ωk33 ]∨ ⊗ dfk11 ∧ dfk22 ∧ dfk33 .
If the latter is zero then the urrent (14.1) gives (by operating on topologial
2-yles) a well-dened lass [AJζ ]2 ∈ H2(ηS, V/Λ).
Similarly, for Z = B(p, q) ∈ Z2 ((C1 × C2)k) one has for [AJζ ]1
(14.2)∑
k1,k2
[ωk11 ∧ωk22 ]∨⊗
fk11 dfk22 + 2g1∑
j1=1
(ωk11 (α
j1
1 ))f
k2
2 · δT j1
1
 ∈ H1 (ηS , {F 2H2(C1 × C2,C)}∨ /Λ)
provided the dfk11 ∧ dfk22 vanish, as for instane is the ase when dimS =
trdeg(k/Q¯) = 1. We now give an example of suh a ase, where [AJζ ]1 6= 0
(and thus Z
rat
/≡ 0).
We mentioned in §10 that dimQ Λ might be larger than dimR V [= g1g2]; one
situation where this does not happen is for C1 = C2 = E an ellipti urve
(dened /Q¯) with complex multiplication. To be onrete, let E = V(F) ⊂ P2
be dened by the equation
F(x, y, z) = y2z − x3 + 5xz2 = 0,
with ω = ResE
(
z dx∧dy−y dx∧dz+xdy∧dz
F(x,y,z)
)
∈ Ω1(E) (in ane oordinates ω =
dx/y). For the 0-urrents resulting from the integrals
∫ ∗
o
ω on D we will write
simply z1, z2; these are just the standard plane oordinates on the fators
E × E. We hoose the topologial 1-yles α, β in suh a way that Ω1 = Ω =∫
α
ω and Ω2 = iΩ =
∫
β
ω, where Ω ∈ R is some transendental number. We
then have
∫
α×β dz1 ∧ dz2 = (iΩ)Ω = iΩ2,
∫
β×β dz1 ∧ dz2 = (iΩ)(iΩ) = −Ω2,
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α×α dz1 ∧ dz2 = Ω2, whih give the period lattie Q 〈Ω2, iΩ2〉 = Λ ⊂ V =
{F 2H2(E × E)}∨ = 〈dz1 ∧ dz2〉∨ = C.
Now take a base point o dened over Q¯ (say, the point at ∞), and a general
point p dened over k ∼= Q¯(E) (so that S and E will be birationally equivalent).
There also exists a nontorsion point ξ ∈ E(Q¯), whih means that ∫ ξ
o
ω is
nonzero in C /Q 〈Ω, iΩ〉 . (In fat, for this partiular urve one an take o, ξ ∈
E(Q).) We study the yle
Z = B(p, p− ξ) = (p, p− ξ)− (o, p− ξ)− (p, o) + (o, o),
with lass 〈Z〉 ∈ L2CH2 ((E ×E)k) and spread ζ¯ ⊆ E × E × E, and [ζ ]2 = 0
(sine dimS = 1).
The spreads of p and p−ξ give rise to maps (s1, s2) = (id, id−ξ) : S ≃ E →
E × E. We hoose our uts αˆ, βˆ so that z = ∫
o
ω [= z(o)] takes values in the
square −Ω/2 ≤ ℑ(z) ≤ Ω/2, −Ω/2 ≤ ℜ(z) ≤ Ω/2 entered at 0, and pik α, β
to have support along the real and imaginary axes, respetively. Composing
(id, id− ξ) with z gives zero-urrents f and g on S ≃ E, with uts T αf , T βf (and
T αg , T
β
g ). Using df , dg (both = dz) for the pullbaks of ω (by s1, s2), we an
now write down the basi 1-urrent (from (14.2))
[AJζ ]1 = [f dg + Ω g · δTαf + iΩ g · δTβf ] ∈ hom
(
H1(ηE), C/Q
〈
Ω2, iΩ2
〉)
.
Now in fat, sine f = z ◦ id, T αf = αˆ and T βf = βˆ. So integrating the urrent
term by term over α ∈ H1(E) ∼= H1(ηE), we have∫
α
f dg =
∫
α
z dz =
∫ Ω/2
−Ω/2
z dz = 0,
∑
p∈Tαf ∩α
Ω · g(p) =
∑
p∈αˆ∩α
Ω · g(p) = Ω · g(±Ω/2) = ±Ω
2
2
− ξΩ,
∑
p∈Tβf ∩α
iΩ · g(p) = 0 sine βˆ ∩ α = ∅ (they are parallel).
The only nonzero entry is nontorsion in C/Z 〈Ω2, iΩ2〉, whih is to say nonzero
in V/Λ, and so 0 6= [AJζ ]1, whih =⇒ 0 6= 〈Z〉 ∈ L2CH2 ((E × E)k) . So we
have just used basi alulus to show a yle Z = B(p, p− ξ) ∈ ker(Alb) is not
rationally equivalent to zero. For purposes of omparison (and this is easy to
show expliitly), the yle 2Z(p,p) is rationally equivalent to zero.
One an perform a similar omputation for Z = B(ξ, p, q) or B(p, q−p, q−ξ)
on X = E×E×E, where q and p are algebraially independent general points
on E, using (14.1). The reader who wishes to attempt this as an exerise
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should note that for S = E×E, H2(ηS,Q) ∼= H tr2 (E×E,Q) is spanned by just
α×α−β×β and α×β+β×α (the Neron-Severi group has rank 4). Whihever
of these one integrates [AJζ ]2 over, some are with signs is neessary.
In [Ke4, se. 6.3℄ we will treat the more nontrivial example Z = B(p, q) ∈
Z2((E×E)k), where (p, q) is the inlusion of a very general point on the (genus
3) Fermat quarti urve under F → E × E. This is aomplished by turning
[AJ(ζ)]1 (in the form above for general C1 × C2) into a olletion of iterated
integrals.
15. A Ψ2(Z) alulation
We now give an elementary proof of the very general result of [RS℄ regarding
0-yles on produts of urves. This essentially ontains the E × E example
above, as well as Nori's examples (whih exlude CM urves)  but not the
Fermat example. Sine the yles onsidered are in the Albanese kernel, already
[AJζ0], [ζ ]0, [ζ ]1 are zero. Sine they are of transendene degree 1, [ζ ]2 = 0;
hene [ζ ] = 0 and by Lefshetz (1,1) (see §4) one may arrange [ζ¯] = 0, though
this will also be lear from the form of the yle. So [AJ(ζ)]1 (or rather the
slight quotient [AJ(ζ)]tr1 ) may be omputed by Griths's presription
∫
∂−1ζ¯
(·)
as a funtional in [the numerator of℄ (12.5).
Let C1 and C2 be smooth projetive urves dened /Q¯, both of positive genus.
Take o ∈ C1 to be a rational base point and p ∈ C1(k) (where k ∼= Q¯(C1)) to be
general. Choose a 0-yle W/Q¯ with 〈W〉 ∈ CH1hom(C2) and nontorsion image
AJ(W) ∈ J1(C2); write ∂−1W for any hoie of bounding hain (onneting
the dots).
Proposition 15.1. Set X = C1 × C2, and onsider the 0-yle Z := ((p) −
(o))×W ∈ ker(Alb) ⊂ Z2(X). Then Ψ2(Z) is nontrivial.
The remainder of the present setion is devoted to the proof.
Notation: If H(Q) is a rational Hodge struture of weight 2m − 1, we write
J(H) := HC/(FmHC +HQ) for the (rational) Jaobian. (For a urve C, J(C)
is just J(H1(C)).) Injetive and surjetive maps of HS indue (resp.) injetive
and surjetive maps of Jaobians, and J(H1⊕H2) = J(H1)⊕J(H2). Moreover
for H0 ⊆ H, H/H0 is naturally a HS and J(H/H0) ∼= J(H)/J(H0).
We will work with the following (weight 3) rational HS's, all subHS's of H0:
H0 = H1(C1)⊗H2(X), F0 = H1(C1)⊗ F 1hH2(X),
H1 = H1(C1)⊗H1(C1)⊗H1(C2), F1 = F0∩H1 = H1(C1)⊗F 1h
{
H1(C1)⊗H1(C2)
}
,
H∆ = Q[∆C1 ]1 ⊗H1(C2).
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Note in partiular that F 1hH
2(X) = H2alg(X) and (H0/F0) = H1(C1)⊗H2tr(X);
and that [∆C1 ]1 ∈ H1(C1) ⊗H1(C1) is the 1st Künneth omponent of the fun-
damental lass, so that J(H∆) ∼= Q[∆C1 ]1 ⊗ J(C2).
The Setup: We spread Z out over S = C1 (reall X = C1 × C2), with full
spread
ζ¯ := (∆C1 − C1 × {o})×W ∈ Z2(C1 × (C1 × C2)/Q¯).
This has [ζ¯] = 0 (beause W hom≡ 0), with bounding hain ∂−1ζ¯ := (∆C1 −C1 ×
{o})× ∂−1W. The image of the funtional{∫
∂−1ζ¯
(·)
}
∈ {F
2 (H1(C1,C)⊗H2(X,C))}∨
im {H1(C1,Q)⊗H2(X,Q)}
∼= J(H0)
under the projetion to (12.5) ∼= J(H0/F0), is obviously [AJ(ζ)]tr1 and we must
show this is not zero. Consider the ommutative diagram
J(H0) p0// //
p1


J(H0/F0)
p1


J(H∆)   ι // J(H1) p2// // J(H1/F1) J(H1)J(F1) .
One easily shows
11
that ι ([∆C1 ]1 ⊗ AJC2(W)) = p1
(∫
∂−1ζ¯
(·)
)
in J(H1). By
hypothesis AJ(W) 6= 0, so this is nonzero; we are done if we an show p2 does
not kill it, sine then p1 ([AJ(ζ)]
tr
1 ) 6= 0. This is aomplished if (p2 ◦ ι) is
injetive, whih would follow if J(F1)⊕ J(H∆) →֒ J(H1).
The Hodge-theoreti input: Thus we have merely to show that
F1 ∩ H∆ = {0}
in H1 (we atually show FC1 ∩ HC∆ = {0}). Let {ωi} ⊆ Ω1(C1/C) be a basis
satisfying
√−1 ∫
C1
ωi ∧ωj = δij . An element f ∈ FC1 is of the form
∑
ωi⊗Ai+∑
ωi ⊗Bi where Ai, Bi belong to {F 1h (H1(C1)⊗H1(C1))}C (and are hene of
type (1, 1)). Suppose f also belongs to HC∆; that is, f = [∆C1 ]1 ⊗ Γ for some
Γ ∈ H1(C2,C). Writing∑
ωi ⊗Ai +
∑
ωi ⊗Bi = i
(∑
ωi ⊗ ωi −
∑
ωi ⊗ ωi
)
⊗ Γ,
11
ViewingH0, H1 as their own duals, p1 is indued by restrition of funtionals (F 2HC0 )∨ ։
(F 2HC1 )∨ and kills
∫
C1×{o}×∂−1W
(·); hene p1
(∫
∂−1ζ¯
(·)
)
= p1
(∫
∆C1×∂
−1W
(·)
)
. Under
(H1(C1)
⊗2)∨ ∼= H1(C1)⊗2,
∫
∆C1
(·) identies with [∆C1 ]1; while
∫
∂−1W(·) ∈
(
F 1H1(C2,C)
)∨
yields AJ(W).
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we have A1 = ω1 ⊗ Γ, B1 = ω1 ⊗ Γ whih is impossible in terms of type, unless
Γ = 0. Hene f = 0 and we are done.
16. A surprise from transendental number theory
In this setion we onsider χ2(Z) for the yles of §15, and ask whether χ2
misses anything that Ψ2 piks up.
Here is another way of putting Proposition 15.1: let C1, C2 (both of positive
genus) be dened /Q¯ with p ∈ C1(C) very general, o ∈ C1(Q¯) and W ∈
Zhom0 (C2/Q¯). Set Z = (p − o) × W. Then the following four onditions are
equivalent:
(I). AJ(W) is nonzero in J1(C2) (i.e., nontorsion in the integral Jaobian).
(II). [AJ(ζ)]tr1 6= 0 in (12.5).
(III). Ψ2(Z) 6= 0.
(IV). 〈Z〉 is nonzero in CH0(C1 × C2/C).
Proof. We have shown (I) =⇒ (II) =⇒ (III) =⇒ (IV), and not (I) =⇒
not (IV) is lear. 
Reall that χ2(Z) is a projeted image of Ψ2(Z) (and easier to ompute). In
the situation at hand (i.e. dimX = 2, dimS = 1), it is just
[AJ(ζ)]1 ∈ {H
1(S,C)⊗H2,0(X,C)}∨
im {H1(S,Q)⊗H2(X,Q)} ,
whih an be obtained from [AJ(ζ)]tr1 ∈ (12.5) by forgetting the H1,1tr (X)-part
of the funtional. But it does surprisingsly well at deteting yles as far as we
an ompute:
Proposition 16.1. With the notation above, and Ci = Ei (i = 1, 2) ellipti
urves /Q¯,
(V). χ2(Z) 6= 0
is equivalent to the onditions (I) thru (IV), assuming a onjeture of Wald-
shmidt for the ase where E1 and E2 are non-isogenous non-CM urves.
In partiular, we have not been able to nd a 0-yle Z with χ2(Z) = 0 but
Ψ2(Z) 6= 0.
The rest of the setion is the proof. We will show that for Z of the above
form, assuming [AJ(ζ)]1 = 0 and AJE2(W) 6= 0 leads to a ontradition. (Here
as usual AJ(W) is the image in the rational Jaobian.) Hene (I) =⇒ (V)
(the onverse, of ourse, is lear).
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Note rst that the rational Neron-Severi group NS(E1 × E2) ⊗ Q has rank
2, 3, 4 aording as E1 and E2 are nonisogenous, isogenous without CM, isoge-
nous with CM. In the latter (rank 4) ase, H1,1tr (E1 ×E2) = 0 and so [AJ(ζ)]tr1 ,
[AJ(ζ)]1 are the same invariant. So in this ase we have immediately [AJ(ζ)]1 =
0 =⇒ AJ(W) = 0.
Notation: We may write the ellipti urves Ej (j = 1, 2) in Weierstrass form
{y2 = 4x3 − (g2)jx− (g3)j} with (g2)j , (g3)j ∈ Q¯, ωj = pullbak to Ej of dx/y,
and o = point at ∞ (and p ∈ E1(C) very general). Pik αj, βj ∈ Ztop1 (Ej)
spanning H1(Ej ,Q) suh that αj · βj = +1, and write periods Ωjα =
∫
αj
ωj,
Ωjβ =
∫
βj
ωj, τj := Ωjβ/Ωjα (with ℑ(τj) > 0). Up to rat≡, W is just (q) − (o)
for some q ∈ E2(Q¯), and we write ∂−1W = −→o.q for some xed hoie of path.
Integrating along it yields ξ :=
∫ q
o
ω2 ∈ C, whih projets to AJE2(W) ∈
C/Q 〈Ω2α,Ω2β〉. Finally, let Aj and Bj be Poinaré duals (C∞ 1-forms) for
αj , βj; and ℘j denote the Weierstrass ℘-funtion on (C/Z 〈Ωjα,Ωjβ〉) ∼= Ej(C).
Computations: We ompute χ2(Z), forZ = ((p)−(o))×((q)−(o)). If we write
∂−1ζ¯ = (∆E1 − E1 × {o})×−→o.q, evaluating
∫
∂−1ζ¯
(·) ∈ {H1(E1)⊗H2,0(E1 × E2)}∨
on the basis B = {A1 ⊗ ω1 ∧ ω2, B1 ⊗ ω1 ∧ ω2} yields a vetor
~νZ = (Ω1αξ, Ω1βξ) ∈ C2.
(The E1×{o} term in ∂−1ζ¯ plays no role.) The projetion of ~νZ to C2/L gives
[AJ(ζ)]1, where L denotes the Q-lattie generated by the vetors produed by
evaluating a basis of H1(E1,Q)⊗H2(E1 × E2,Q) on B. Obviously a basis for
H1(E1,Q)
⊗2 ⊗H1(E2,Q) will sue; taking this to be
C = {α1 ⊗ α1 ⊗ α2, α1 ⊗ α1 ⊗ β2, α1 ⊗ β1 ⊗ α2, α1 ⊗ β1 ⊗ β2,
β1 ⊗ α1 ⊗ α2, β1 ⊗ α1 ⊗ β2, β1 ⊗ β1 ⊗ α2, β1 ⊗ β1 ⊗ β2},
we have the following generators for L:
(0,Ω1αΩ2α), (0,Ω1αΩ2β), (0,Ω1βΩ2α), (0,Ω1βΩ2β),
(Ω1αΩ2α, 0), (Ω1αΩ2β , 0), (Ω1βΩ2α, 0), (Ω1βΩ2β, 0).
Main argument: Assume [AJ(ζ)]1 = 0 and AJE2((q) − (o)) 6= 0 (in the ra-
tional Jaobian). The seond ondition means that ξ /∈ Q 〈Ω2α,Ω2β〉. The rst
translates to ~νZ ∈ L, hene to the two equations
(16.1) ξ = a1Ω2α + a2Ω2β + a3τ1Ω2α + a4τ1Ω2β
(16.2) ξ = b1τ
−1
1 Ω2α + b2τ
−1
1 Ω2β + b3Ω2α + b4Ω2β ,
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for some ak, bk ∈ Q. We annot have a3 and a4 both zero; nor an b1 and b2
both be zero. Without loss of generality, we may assume b3 = b4 = 0. (This is
seen by adding topologial 1-yles to −−→o2.q, whih eets translations of ξ and
~νZ by respetive elements of Q 〈Ω2α,Ω2β〉 and L.) Setting the right-hand sides
of (16.1) and (16.2) equal gives
(16.3)
b1Ω2α + b2Ω2β
τ1
= a1Ω2α + a2Ω2β + (a3Ω2α + a4Ω2β)τ1,
and multiplying by τ1/Ω2α and rearranging yields
(16.4) τ 21 (a3 + a4τ2) + τ1(a1 + a2τ2)− (b1 + b2τ2) = 0.
Reall that (sine Ei is dened /Q¯) eah τi is either a quadrati irrationality
(⇔ Ei has CM) or transendental.
Case 1: Assume E1, E2 non-isogenous non-CM (the general ase).
Set u1 = Ω2α, u2 = Ω2β , u3 =
b1Ω2α+b2Ω2β
τ1
( 6= 0). Then τ1 = b1u1+b2u2u3 and (16.3)
says
u3 = a1u1 + a2u2 + (a3u1 + a4u2)
(
b1u1 + b2u2
u3
)
;
multiplying by u3 gives
u23 = a1u1u3 + a2u2u3 + a3b1u
2
1 + a4b2u
2
2 + (a3b2 + a4b1)u1u2.
This is a nontrivial algebrai relation amongst the {ui} (the oeient of u23
is 1). Now assume the following, a more general version of whih appears as
Conjeture 4.1 in [W℄:
Conjeture: Let ℘ denote a Weierstrass ℘-funtion with algebrai invariants
(g2, g3 ∈ Q¯). Let ui ∈ C (i = 1, . . . , n) be suh that (for eah i) ui is a pole of ℘
or ℘(ui) ∈ Q¯. Then {ui} algebraially dependent =⇒ {ui} linearly dependent
over
Kτ :=
{
Q τ /∈ Q¯
Q(τ) τ ∈ Q .
Remark. If true, this (apparently standard) onjeture absorbs the result of
Shneider quoted under the transendental input heading below.
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Applying this with ℘ = ℘2 (and K = Q sine E2 doesn't have CM) yields
(A,B,C ∈ Q suh that)
0 = Au1 +Bu2 + Cu3
= AΩ2α +BΩ2β + Cb1(Ω2α/τ1) + Cb2(Ω2β/τ1);
multiplying by τ1/Ω2α gives
0 = Aτ1 +Bτ1τ2 + Cb1 + Cb2τ2
=⇒ τ2 = −Aτ1 + Cb1
Bτ1 + Cb2
.
The latter formula implies the existene of an isogeny E1 ≃ E2, ontraditing
our assumption.
Case 2: Assume E1 ≃ E2 non-CM.
Then for A,B,C,D ∈ Q,
τ2 =
A +Bτ1
C +Dτ1
=⇒ 0 = A +Bτ1 − Cτ2 −Dτ1τ2.
Multiplying by Ω2α gives
(16.5) 0 = AΩ2α +Bτ1Ω2α − CΩ2β −Dτ1Ω2β .
Case 2a: D 6= 0.
Multiply (16.5) by a4/D and add to (16.1) to get
(16.1′) ξ = a′1Ω2α + a
′
2Ω2β + a
′
3τ1Ω2α.
(16.4′) a′3τ
2
1 + (a
′
1+ a
′
2τ2)τ1− (b1 + b2τ2) = 0.
Substituting for τ2 and multplying by (C +Dτ1) gives
0 = a′3τ
2
1 (C+Dτ1)+τ1{a′1(C+Dτ1)+a′2(A+Bτ1)}−{b1(C+Dτ1)+b2(A+Bτ1)}
= τ 31 (a
′
3D) + τ
2
1 (a
′
3C + a
′
1D+ a
′
2B) + τ1(a
′
1C + a
′
2A− b1D− b2B)− (b1C + b2A).
This polynomial in τ1 /∈ Q¯ must vanish, hene 0 = a′3D. But D = 0 ontradits
the hypothesis of Case 2a, while a′3 = 0 together with (16.1
′) ontradits ξ /∈
Q 〈Ω2α,Ω2β〉 .
Case 2b: D = 0.
Then we rewrite τ2 = A+Bτ1 (absorbing C). Substituting this into (16.4) gives
0 = τ 21 {(a3 + a4A) + a4Bτ1}+ τ1{(a1 + a2A) + a2Bτ1} − {(b1 + b2A) + b2Bτ1}
= (a4B)τ
3
1 + (a3 + a4A+ a2B)τ
2
1 + (a1 + a2A− b2B)τ1 − (b1 + b2A).
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Again the polynomial must vanish sine τ1 /∈ Q¯, so in partiular b1 = −b2A. By
(16.2) (with b3 = b4 = 0, of ourse), and τ1 =
τ2−A
B
,
ξ = τ−11 (b1Ω2α + b2Ω2β) =
(
Ω2αB
τ2 − A
)
(b1 + b2τ2)
=
(
Ω2αB
τ2 − A
)
(−b2A + b2τ2) = Ω2αBb2 ∈ Q 〈Ω2α,Ω2β〉 ,
again a ontradition.
Case 3: E1 or E2 has CM.
If E2 has CM then τ2 ∈ Q¯ and (16.4) =⇒ τ1 ∈ Q¯, hene E1 has CM. If
E2 ≃ E1 then rank(NS) = 4 leads to a ontradition as indiated above; so
E1 /≃ E2 =⇒ Q 〈1, τ1〉 6= Q 〈1, τ2〉.
Hene this ase redues to: E1 of CM, τ1 /∈ Q 〈1, τ2〉. Returning to (16.1),
hoose M ∈ Z+ suiently large that Mai ∈ Z for i = 1, 2, 3, 4; and set λ0 :=
Ma3Ω2α+Ma4Ω2β ∈ Z 〈Ω2α,Ω2β〉. Then we haveMξ ≡ τ1λ0 in C/Z 〈Ω2α,Ω2β〉 .
Pik N ∈ Z+ suh that λ := λ0
N
/∈ Z 〈Ω2α,Ω2β〉. Sine E2/Q¯, torsion points are
algebrai and ℘2(λ) ∈ Q¯.
The transendental input: It is ommon knowledge that the periods Ωα, Ωβ
of an ellipti urve dened /Q¯ are transendental. (For this and the result that
follows, it is essential that g2, g3 ∈ Q¯ and ω[= dz] be dened /Q¯ [e.g., dx/y℄ 
resaling is not allowed.)
Less well-known (but quite useful) is a result of T. Shneider [S, Satz 16 (p.
61)℄ whih an be read as follows for E/Q¯ with assoiated Weierstrass ℘(z),
writing Kτ = Q(τ) if E has CM and Kτ = Q otherwise:
If u ∈ C \ Z 〈Ωα,Ωβ〉 is suh that ℘(u) ∈ Q¯, and b ∈ Q¯ \ Kτ is suh that
b · u /∈ Z 〈Ωα,Ωβ〉, then ℘(b · u) is transendental.
We apply this to ℘ = ℘2 with u = λ and b = Nτ1; note that sineKτ2 ⊆ Q 〈1, τ2〉
(whether or not E2 has CM) and τ1 /∈ Q 〈1, τ2〉, Nτ1 /∈ Kτ2 . Moreover, sine E1
has CM, Nτ1 ∈ Q¯. So the requirements are met and ℘2(Nτ1 ·λ) = ℘2(Mξ) /∈ Q¯;
sine the group law is algebrai ℘2(ξ) /∈ Q¯. But this is the x-oordinate of q,
ontraditing q ∈ E2(Q¯). So the proof is nished.
Remark 16.2. We emphasize that the obstrution to the existene of a yle
(of the above form) in ker(χ2) but not ker(Ψ2), is not Hodge-theoreti in na-
ture. One an repeat all the onstrutions of this paper (exept the expeted
injetivity of Ψ and its onsequenes) with the spread eld Q¯ replaed by some
L¯(⊇ Q¯). This yields (weaker) analogues of χ2 and Ψ2 whih are dened on
ker(Alb). If we take Z = ((p) − (o)) × ((q) − (o)) with q ∈ E2(L¯) and p not
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dened /L¯, the omputations proeed as above, with the same Hodge-theoreti
target spaes. Moreover, in this ase there is no ontradition at the end of the
above proof.
For example, take E1, E2/Q¯ with τ1 =
√−1 (so E1 has CM) and pik
q =
(
℘2(
√−1Ω2α), ℘′2(
√−1Ω2α)
) ∈ E2(C) so that AJE2 ((q)− (o)) ≡ √−1Ω2α.
This q is atually dened over some L with trdeg(L/Q¯) = 1, and we an ten-
sor E1 and E2 up to L¯. Then we take p ∈ E1(C) very general and not de-
ned /L¯, and spread Z (dened as above) out over L¯. Essentially by §15
ΨL¯2 (Z) 6= 0, while χL¯2 (Z) identies with ~νZ =(Ω1α ·
√−1Ω2α,Ω1β ·
√−1Ω2α) =
(τ1Ω1α · Ω2α,− 1τ1Ω1β · Ω2α) = (Ω1βΩ2α,−Ω1αΩ2α) ∈ L and hene is 0 in C2/L.
17. 0-yles on speial Kummer surfaes
Let E π→ P1 be an ellipti bration (dened /Q¯) where E is an exeptional
K3 surfae (i.e. rank(Pic(E)) = 20); the Fermat quarti is the example we have
in mind. The following questions arise, if we take a smooth algebrai ber
Eq = π
−1(q) (q ∈ Q¯), with general point p and algebrai base point o/Q¯. Sine
H0(Ω1E) = 0,
ZE := (p)− (o) ∈ ker(Alb).
Is Ψ2(ZE) nontrivial? Is ZE
rat
/≡ 0?
One approah to the rst question is to try and ompute it by the dierential
harater approah, i.e. the membrane integrals (11.1). Sine trdeg(Z/Q¯) = 1,
[ζ ]2 = 0 and soΨ2(Z) = [AJζ ]1; moreover sineH1,1tr (E) = 0, χ2(Z) = [AJ(ζ)]tr1 .
So this is a rare instane (like the self-produt of a CM ellipti urve in §14)
where the membrane integrals derived from loops on S [= Eq here] ompute
(essentially) the entire invariant.
Let's be onrete about these: spreading {p} merely gives the image of ∆Eq
under Eq×Eq
id×ιq→֒ Eq×E . Take yles α, β ∈ H1(Eq) and let µα, µβ be bound-
ing membranes ∈ C2(E) (possible sine H1(E) = 0). One merely has to show
that
∫
µα
and
∫
µβ
do not both give torsion lasses in {H2,0(E ,C)}∨/im{H2(E ,Z)}.
Moreover H2,0(E) is generated by some Ω whih has only 2 nontrivial periods.
Now for instane the Fermat quarti has CM (in this ase, an order-4 auto-
morphism) and it follows that the period ratio is 1 : i. So we merely have to
show that no integral multiple of
∫
µα
Ω
/∫
µβ
Ω is a Gaussian integer. (At
least this would be sufficient.)
We venture a guess that it is transendental, but pursue an alternate route
(and answer only the seond question above). Consider the fat that the Fermat
quarti is a speial Kummer surfae ([PS℄, [PL℄). That is, it may be onstruted
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as a blow-up of a quotient of a produt of ellipti urves. Namely, if E1(C) ∼=
C/Z
〈
1, i
2
〉
and E2(C) ∼= C/Z 〈1, i〉 then the ation of (−id1,−id2) : E1×E2 →
E1 × E2 indues a quotient morphism θ : E1 × E2 → Eˆ . Produts of 2-torsion
points give rise to 16 singular points; blowing these up yields b : E → Eˆ , with
E a K3 surfae bering over E2/ 〈−id2, id2〉 ∼= P1.
For example, if E2 = {y2 = x3 − 5x} then {x, y} 7→ {x} ∈ P1 gives the
map E2
ρ→ P1. The singular bers of E π→ P1 lie over the ρ− images of the 2-
torsion points, namely {±√5, 0,∞}. They onsist of (onneted) ongurations
of rational urves. So any two points on a singular ber are rationally equivalent.
On the other hand, the restrition of θ to E1× (E2 \ {2-torsion}) gives an étale
double over of the smooth bers π−1
(
P1 \ {±√5, 0,∞}).
Now take points o = ρ−1(∞) and ξ ∈ E2(Q¯) suh that the lass (ξ)− (o) in
nontorsion, and write q := ρ(ξ) ∈ P1(Q¯) \ {±√5, 0,∞}. Also write o ∈ E1(Q¯)
for a base point and p ∈ E1(C) for a very general point. As above, we denote the
push-forward of (p)− (o) under the omposition E1 = E1×{ξ}
∼=
b−1◦θ
✲ π−1(q) =:
Eq ⊆ E by ZE . Let W be another 0-yle on E , onsisting of a dierene of
two points in π−1(∞) suh that b∗(W) = θ∗((o, o) − (p, o)). Finally, dene
Z := (p, ξ)− (o, ξ)− (p, o) + (o, o) ∈ Z0(E1 × E2/C).
From Proposition 15.1, we know Z
rat
/≡ 0; while W rat≡ 0 is obvious. Moreover,
Z is the 2-box B(p, ξ) with θ∗θ∗Z = B(p, ξ) + B(−p, −ξ); expliit rational
equivalenes show B(p, ξ)
rat≡ B(−p, −ξ), and so θ∗θ∗Z rat≡ 2Z
rat
/≡ 0. It follows
that 0
rat
/≡ θ∗Z = b∗(ZE +W), so that ZE +W
rat
/≡ 0; hene ZE
rat
/≡ 0, as we wanted
to show.
Of ourse, this is not surprising in light of the isomorphism between the Al-
banese kernels of an abelian variety and its assoiated Kummer surfae, proved
by Bloh in [BKL, appendix℄.
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